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Why a tourism issue?

M

y first introduction to the
Gulf Coast was in the early
1970s when I took a break
from my studies at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville. I took in the
beaches in Florida and South Alabama, and enjoyed sightseeing along
U.S. 90 in Biloxi in the days before
casinos. And then there was New Orleans and it’s old European look.
Later, my wife and I honeymooned
at Panama City Beach, Fla., and we
really didn’t want to leave when the
time came to return to work. When I
had an opportunity in the mid-80s to
work in the Pensacola bureau of UPI,
we jumped at the chance. It was what
we saw as tourists that brought us to
this region to stay.
We still enjoy traveling. We’ve
been to the West Coast, Canada, the
Midwest and the Northeast and other
parts of the Southeast. There are other
places we’d eventually like to visit.
But whenever we get the bug to do
a little bit of traveling without going
far away, we find ourselves being
tourists in our own backyard. Wakulla Springs, Fairhope, the casinos in
Mississippi, Dauphin Island, Seaside
- the sites and locations are varied and
each offers its own memorable experience for locals and visitors alike.
We focused on tourism in this issue
because it’s one of the pillars of this
region’s economy. It takes off in the
summer months, but it’s a year-round
phenomenon.
Our region gets a lot of out-oftowners through conventions, visits
by family and friends and others who
just want to see what’s here. And let’s
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not forget our
snowbirds.
Sure, those of us
who live here can
get frustrated with
the increase in
traffic, but we understand it all. We
David Tortorano
have a lot to offer
visitors. It’s a land of natural wonders
with its beaches, rivers and forests.
And we have plenty of man-made
attractions.
Tourism organizations, understandably, promote their own area,
and we thought it was time someone
take a broader view of an area that’s
so closely tied together.
Since we’re a new publication,
we’re still building and it’s taking
time for folks to get to know us. So I
want to take this opportunity to thank
the handful of advertisers who like
what we’re doing. We couldn’t promise them a vast readership or “clicks,”
only that we would tell stories nobody else is telling.
So for that, a special thanks to Gulf
Power, the Santa Rosa County Tourism Development Office, Bellingrath
Gardens and Home and Infinity Science Center. Sometimes you just back
something that you think is needed. If
you like what you see, please take a
moment to let them know.
That said, I hope you enjoy this issue, and that you make the Gulf Coast
Reporters’ League Business Quarterly part of your reading routine.
Now let’s pack our stuff and hit the
road.
□□□
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Tourism - overview
Street dancing in New Orleans’ Jackson Square.
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Is tourism banner year in the works?

H

urricanes, a massive
oil spill, the Great
Recession: The last
decade or so has dug
some pretty big potholes along the
Interstate 10 tourism corridor.
Now, however, tourism along
the central Gulf Coast appears to
Martha Simmons
be on the road to recovery, with
some areas reporting record gains last year and tourism officials predicting even better views on the horizon for 2016.
It’s easy to find information about tourism in every
area along the Gulf Coast. Tourism offices span the
region and tell you about everything from the won-

derful beaches to national and state forests and from
historic sites and rivers to rafting, golf, kayaking,
scuba diving, fine dining and more.
But what is far harder to find is something that
looks at the region as a coherent, multi-state vacation
retreat. The variety is dizzying, and combined makes
for a multi-day or multi-week adventure.
But just how big is it?
‘Really, crazy good’

Though Hurricane Katrina looms large in the public’s memory as a killer storm delivering a knockout
blow to the Gulf Coast’s economy, Northwest Florida beaches took tourism licks well before that, when
hurricanes Ivan (September 2004) and Dennis (July
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Tourism - overview
Pensacola Beach, Fla., is just one of the popular beaches in the Gulf Coast.

2005) destroyed much of the region’s lodging inventory. The destinations didn’t recover until after the
recession and the oil spill took their toll as well, according to Rick Harper, vice president of the University of West Florida and director of UWF’s Office of
Economic Development and Engagement.
But the attractions west of Florida’s Big Bend are
now rounding the economic bend and stepping on the
gas. Harper predicts that 2016 is on pace to be a record-setting year for Northwest Florida tourism, citing lower gas prices and the economic recovery as
primary drivers.
Tourist traffic in Northwest Florida this January
through March – typically a weak period – was up
over the previous year, and hoteliers report advance
bookings for the peak season that kicked off on Memorial Day were “really crazy good,” Harper said.
“Clearly, because of higher household incomes –
take-home pay is increased when gas prices are relatively low and it’s cheaper to vacation – Florida is
benefitting from this,” Harper said in a May economic report for UWF. “The jobs market is also improved. So as unemployment falls and people have
more job opportunities, they may be more comfortable with their opportunities to take a vacation.”
Terrorism attacks elsewhere in the world may also
be a factor. “Given uncertainties elsewhere in the
world, people may be taking more domestic vacations this year and even more driving destinations

GCRL photo

than flying,” Harper said. “All of those things point
towards a Northwest Florida market – primarily drive
-to, family-oriented, value destination.”
‘Unprecedented’

Alabama beaches are experiencing similar upticks
in tourism numbers.
“Over the last five years our area has been blessed
with unprecedented tourism growth,” Herbert J.
Malone, president and CEO of Gulf Shores & Orange Beach Tourism, said in the group’s 2015 annual
report. “Year after year we are seeing increases in
visitors, in visitor spending and in the number of jobs
in our local tourism industry. And the best news is
the expanding growth of our shoulder seasons, which
will enhance our year-round economy.”
Things are looking up even more in 2016. In May,
Malone reported to tourism summit attendees that
first-quarter beach lodging was up more than 17 percent and retail sales up almost 10 percent from the
previous year. Ongoing enhancements to the Gulf
State Park promise to add to the region’s national and
international reputation, he said.
Increased tourism in Baldwin and Mobile counties
bodes well for state coffers, as well, since the Gulf
Coast region accounts for about 40 percent of all
tourism dollars and attendant state sales taxes.
State tourism officials reported that 6.1 million
tourists visited the Alabama Gulf Coast in 2015 com-
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Tourism - overview
pared with 5.7 million in 2014, and spent 10 percent licking at delicate marshlands nearby just five years
more money than the previous year. Tourism-related later, the fact that New Orleans’ tourism has significantly rebounded is nothing short of a miracle.
employment was up 4 percent as well.
“In 2015, visitors to New Orleans spent $7.05 billion
dollars, a 3.5 percent increase compared to the
Gaming growth
visitor spending record set in 2014, and the city
Mississippi may not have the white sand beaches
found in Alabama and Florida, but it has another ace hosted 9.78 million visitors, a 2.7 percent increase
compared to 2014,” the New Orleans Convention
up its sleeve: Gambling.
“The Mississippi Gulf Coast’s gaming industry has and Visitors Bureau reported in May.
In 2015, the Greater New Orleans Community Data
reported $23 million in incremental gaming revenue
growth over the first two months of 2016 versus prior Center and the Brookings Institution reported,
year,” the Gulf Cost Business Council reported in an “Tourism remains the largest traded cluster in the
April research update. “From the perspective of tour- metro, although it took a large jobs hit after Katrina.”
Unfortunately, researchers noted, tourism wages
ism tax collections, the Mississippi Gulf Coast has
“pale in comparison to most other traded clusters.”
outpaced some of its regional counterparts over the
Earlier this year, Travel + Leisure magazine named
last six months.”
New Orleans the “Number 2 Best City in North
More than a quarter of all travel and tourismAmerica” overall (with Charleston, S.C taking first
related jobs statewide are in state-licensed casino
gaming, including casino hotels, Mississippi officials place), #2 in the nation for dining, and #1 in the
report. That percentage is likely to be even higher in world for nightlife. The magazine’s annual reader
survey “ranked the world’s greatest cities for features
coastal counties, where posh hotels line the watersuch as arts, shopping, dining, and romantic ambifront and offer not only casino-style gambling, but
also big-name entertainment and a wide array of din- ence.”
Other recent honors include being named one of
ing options.
The
“10 Best Food Cities in America” by the WashThe Gulf Coast Business Council says Mississippi
ington Post, the “Most Visited Destination Across
coastal tourism tax receipts grew in the last half of
2015 by 10 percent overall and 12 percent in Harri- the Globe” of 2015 by AFAR magazine, and one of
the “Best Big Cities in the U.S.” by Condé Nast
son County alone. That’s reportedly at a higher
Traveler.
growth rate than tourism destinations in Louisiana,
Tourism officials are already looking ahead to
Alabama and Florida. Leisure and hospitality em2018, when construction will be finished on the new
ployment is up 3 percent from the previous year.
terminal at Louis Armstrong New Orleans InternaThis all “bodes well as the region transitions to
peak tourism season,” the Council concludes, noting tional Airport. The $826 million project will feature
30 gates, a 2,000-car parking garage, a central utility
that Biloxi has several new tourism and hospitality
projects in the pipeline and that Amtrak is consider- plant and a ground transportation staging area. The
new terminal is projected to have a $3.2 billion aning reinstating passenger rail service to the region.
nual economic impact on tourism in New Orleans.
The new terminal should be open just in time to
No stopping NOLA
It is no surprise that a city of international renown welcome visitors when the venerable city celebrates
its tricentennial. And in New Orleans, a 300th birthfor its hospitality, cuisine and cachet should rank
day promises to be quite a party.
tourism as its primary economic driver.
But for those who remember the utter destruction
and horror stories emanating from the levee failure
■■■
after Hurricane Katrina 11 years ago, and the oil spill
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History road trip

From ancient Indian mounds to famous
battlefields and the towering stands that
tested moon rockets, the Gulf Coast is a
treasure trove honoring the nation’s past...
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T

he missing section of a fortress wall is a telltale sign of
a headline from long ago. It
was June 20, 1899, on a barrier island south of Pensacola, that a
fire at Fort Pickens reached a magazine
with 8,000 pounds of black powder.
The explosion of Bastion D was so
powerful that debris flew as far as the
former Navy Yard, some 1.5 miles to
the north. One person died.

sequent takeover by the United States was a template
for Manifest Destiny.
Although we’re using those colonial and early
American periods as the driving force behind the
road trip, we’ll point out other historic sites along the
way, some of it quite modern - like the NASA center
where the rocket engines that took us to the moon
were tested and the warships that are now museums.
Pensacola - first settlement

Lee Square at Palafox Street is a quiet, shady retreat, an oversized median on a knoll that overlooks
downtown Pensacola to the south. There’s a Confederate monument, benches and a school nearby. It’s
clear that in years past this would have been a good
spot for a defensive position.
Historic sites are ubiquitous. Point to any place on
And so it was.
any map and there’s a history lesson to be told. What
It was the British, who took over Pensacola in 1763
makes a difference for tourists is what’s left behind
after 70 years of Spanish rule, who chose this site for
and how that history is told. It may be through a
Fort George to protect a population that had grown to
structure or historic marker, or it may be through mu6,000. Built in 1772, Fort George in 1781 was the
seum relics or re-enactments. In the case of Fort
scene of fierce fighting between British and Spanish
Pickens, it’s told in part by the missing wall.
forces during the American Revolution. The artillery
When we first thought of a tour to historic sites in
barrage and subsequent fall of Fort George gave
the region, the main question was, how do we tie it
American ally Spain the capital of British West Flortogether in a way that makes sense
ida and removed the English from
to avoid ending up a disconnected
their last outpost in the Gulf Coast.
hodgepodge? The Civil War?
1698 Pensacola
For history focused Pensacola,
World War II? In the end, we dethat seminal battle is just one piece
cided to base our road trip on the
1699 Biloxi
of a mosaic that makes this western
colonial period, when the first set-most city in Florida one of the
1701 New Orleans
tlements were established by Euromost historic in the United States.
peans, and the earliest days of
With 500 years of recorded history,
1702 Mobile
United States before the Civil War.
there’s a lot for the history buff,
It was a window in time when
including museums, an historic vil1721 Baton Rouge
key historic figures had an impact
lage and more (page 11).
across the region. Bienville, IberSome 222 years before that battle
ville, Galvez, Jackson and others are as well known
at Fort George, the Spanish chose Pensacola for their
in Florida as in Louisiana. Indeed, for 74 days this
first settlement on the northern Gulf Coast. It was
region was the home of a separate nation, the RepubAugust 1559, less than 70 years after Columbus set
lic of West Florida (page 16). That country and subfoot on Hispaniola, that the fleet of Tristan de Luna
left Veracruz in today’s Mexico with 11 ships and
1,500 soldiers and settlers to establish Pensacola. At
By David Tortorano
the time there were only a handful of Spanish settlePage 8: Fort Pickens, with a missing wall, is one of the forts built in the region.
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History road trip
ments in Mexico and Caribbean (page 12). But the
Luna settlement was doomed to failure. A hurricane
wiped out most of the ships five weeks after landing,
and the settlement was abandoned after two years.
There was a lot of speculation about where Luna
established the settlement. But that was answered in
October 2015 when a homeowner found Spanish colonial and Native American artifacts on his property in a develSide trip
Mission San Luis de
oped neighborhood. Since then,
Apalachee, built near field work has continued and addiTallahassee in 1633 by tional artifacts in “undisturbed conSpanish Franciscans,
text” have been found, according
was abandoned in
1704 and is a National to the University of West Florida,
who for now is not publicizing the
Historic Place.
location of the neighborhood.
Not until 1698 did Andres de Arriola return and
established Presidio Santa Maria de Galve at today’s
Naval Air Station Pensacola. It was the first in Gulf
Coast region, and marked the start of what would be
a long struggle between European powers and later
the United States to dominate the Gulf Coast. And
one of those sites of battle was Fort George.
Missing this historic site is easy. A replica of a portion of the fort is on the west side of Palafox, a short
walk from Lee Park, and takes up less than a block. It
has a bust of a Spanish general, a portion of the palisades and two cannon and, attached to the walls, museum labels about the history of the site.
But the size of the site belies its importance.
Spain ceded La Florida, including Pensacola, to
Britain in 1763 in exchange for the return of Cuba
after the French and Indian War, the North American
theater of the Seven Years’ War. That made Britain
the dominant power in eastern North America.
Just 18 years later, with Spain an ally of the rebellious American colonies, Bernardo de Galvez, the
New Orleans-based colonial governor of Spanish
Louisiana, brought his campaign to Pensacola after
beating the British in Mobile (page 15).
The Spanish bombarded Fort George from a site to
the northwest in what is today an attractive community in the North Hill district. The only indication of
that placement is a historic marker near an intersection that notes it was the site of Fort San Bernardo
and 15,000 Spanish troops.

Thirteen years later, in 1814, the British returned to
Fort George, by then named Fuerte San Miguel. It
was during the War of 1812 and they occupied the
town and fort under an agreement with the Spanish.
The arrangement was short-lived. Andrew Jackson
brought troops from Mobile and fought the British in
Pensacola before heading west for his most famous
fight, the Battle of New Orleans (page 17).
Santa Rosa Island - first steps

South of Pensacola is another location that was of
high interest to early explorers. The 40-mile long
barrier island stretches from Pensacola east to Fort
Walton Beach. It’s highly likely Spanish scouts
walked on Santa Rosa Island when they first explored the region in the early 1500s.
On this island in 1722 the Spanish built Presidio
Isla de Santa Rosa. Situated on the north side of the
island near the western tip, it was destroyed by a hurricane in 1752. It’s been excavated, but nothing remains, not even a sign. Today the site is filled with
trees, fan palms and other beach vegetation and sits
just off a camp site.
The other two presidios were built in Pensacola at
today’s Naval Air Station Pensacola. The first, Presi-
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In Pensacola, it
takes a village

I

t takes a village to tell the unique story of 450
years of West Florida discovery, development
and archaeological finds.
And Pensacola has it – a historic village to explore,
plus four museums, more than a half-dozen original
1800s homes, a church building that’s among Florida’s oldest, and multiple sites of historic events –
from the Fort George battlefield that reclaimed the
colony from the British in 1781, to Plaza Ferdinand,
where Gen. Andrew Jackson in 1821 lofted the Stars
and Stripes to take Florida from
the Spanish.
These historic reminders in
downtown Pensacola, largely
located within a few blocks of
each other, are connected by a
historic trail of tours managed
by the UWF Historic Trust. And
Charlotte Crane
there is more.
Pensacola visitors are able to view the remains of
its rich history, including an anchor from one of the
ships sailed into the bay by Tristan de Luna in 1559
and displayed in the T.T. Wentworth Jr. Museum.
Visitors also can visualize the day-to-day history, by
experiencing aspects of the colonists’ lives in the
early 1800s.
A re-created historic village on Zaragoza Street,
staffed by students and volunteers in colonial garb,
displays common chores, like how laundry soap was
made 200 years ago from strained cooking ashes and
animal fats. They also can see what was grown in
early 1800 gardens: yarrow herbs to heal wounds,
broomcorn to make broom heads and Spanish moss
to stuff mattresses, as well as rosemary, thyme and
sweet potatoes.
Two 1805-built original homes in the village are
the Julee Cottage, owned by a legendary free woman
of color, and the Lavalle House. It was built as a
rental during Florida’s second Spanish period, in part
to accommodate immigrants fleeing from the terri-

tory west of the Mississippi River following the Louisiana Purchase.
Among cottage artifacts: 200-year-old cupboards
and dinnerware, rugs made from ships’ cloth and
beds underlaid with ropes rather than springs.
The museums are loaded with history. The Museum of Commerce displays a reconstructed 1890s
era streetscape and a collection of horse-drawn buggies. The Museum of Industry houses exhibits depicting early West Florida industries – fishing, brickmaking and lumber – and an L&N Railway train caboose from the early 1900s. At T.T. Wentworth, rotating exhibits portray West Florida’s history, architecture and archaeology.
How did archaeologists gather these historical replicas to display from all those years? “Through lots
of research,’’ says Phillip Mayhair, living history
coordinator for the historic village. “A lot of research
was done to begin creating what we know today.”
And research continues, thanks to the inspirational
discovery in late 2015 of the site of the two-year settlement of the Luna expedition of 1559. Damaged by
a hurricane, its location has long been the object of
archaeological search.
Native American and Spanish sherds and nails
helped identify the site. Giving importance to the
site’s finding: It is the earliest multi-year European
colonial settlement ever archaeologically identified
in the United States.
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dio Santa Maria de Galve, was the first permanent
settlement built in 1698, but it was burned by the
French in 1719. The other, Presidio San Miguel de
Panzacola, was built in 1756 and demolished by the
British in 1763 after a peaceful
Side trip
takeover. Nothing remains above
Pensacola became the ground, but both sites have been
site of the Navy’s first studied.
air station in 1914 at
There is one fort of a much later
the site of the former
vintage
that is a major tourist atNavy Yard, which was
established in 1825 by traction. Fort Pickens was built on
the tip of Santa Rosa Island, just
President Adams.
west of the Presidio Isla de Santa
Rosa. It was one of four forts built by the fledgling
United States as a result of lessons learned in the
War of 1812.
Getting there is half the fun. From Pensacola Beach
we head west on Fort Pickens road toward Gulf Islands National Seashore (page 38). While on a portion of Fort Pickens Road filled with condos and vacation homes, we see the first indication of the historic role of this island. On the Gulf side atop a dune
is a 60-year-old, 10-foot-tall concrete cross commemorating the first Christian service in 1559. It’s
symbolic of the change and the religious zeal the
newcomers brought with them to this new land.

Spain in New World, 1559
What was the Spanish presence like in the New World
when the Luna fleet tried to settle Pensacola? A lot had
transpired in the 67 years since Columbus first stepped
ashore on Hispaniola, modern day Haiti, in 1492.
By 1559, Spain had claimed vast territories and was getting wealthy. By now Vasco Nunez de Balboa had crossed
the Isthmus of Panama (1513), the first European expedition
to see the Pacific from the New World. He claimed the Pacific and all the lands adjoining it for the Spanish Crown.
All the Caribbean was under Spanish control and conquistadors had conquered the Aztecs in today’s Mexico (1521).
That was followed by the conquest of the Mayan people
(1526) and then the Incas in today’s Peru (1532). The same
year Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo’s expedition navigated the
coast of today’s California.
Gold and silver from the conquests were flowing into the
crown’s coffers, and by 1545 there were mining operations
in today’s Bolivia. All that wealth and the ships bringing it
to Spain led to the growth of piracy, often supported by
other nation’s.

The developed portion of Fort
Side trip
Pickens road ends just before the
sign for the seashore and the booth Apalachicola, Fla., was
also the site of an
where you pay a $15 per vehicle
early Spanish fort. It
fee to go further into the protected was built at the mouth
seashore. With the exception of
of the Apalachicola
the road and the few paved parkRiver in 1705 and was
ing areas, the island at this point is Spanish until 1763.
pristine and gives you a taste of
what Spanish explorers saw 500 years ago.
There are signs for camp grounds and a convenience store for campers, and for the history buff there
are artillery batteries, some with cannon jutting seaward, that were built in the early 20th century to
shore up coastal defenses. Battery Langdon, the most
powerful gun emplacement that’s two miles from the
fort, could hurl a projectile 17 miles. Battery Worth’s
eight 12-inch mortars could launch a 700-pound project in high arcs seven to eight miles out to sea.
The batteries include a disappearing gun that
dropped behind the wall when being loaded, but, interestingly, none of these guns was ever fired in combat. But the sites along the road to Fort Pickens are
worth seeing. Each includes information describing
the particular battery, and all provide great views of
the surrounding area.
When the Luna fleet left Veracruz to establish a colony in
Pensacola, there was a long track record of both success and
failure.
1492: La Navidad, in present-day Haiti, destroyed by the
native Taino people and abandoned after one year.
1493: La Isabela, in present-day Dominican Republic,
abandoned three years later.
1496: Santo Domingo, first permanent Spanish settlement
and launching point for other expeditions.
1500: Nueva Cadiz, island of Cubagua of today’s Venezuela, now an archaeological site.
1500: Santa Cruz, in present day Guajira peninsula.
1501: Cumana, Venezuela, first permanent settlement
founded in the mainland of Americas.
1508: Caparra, today’s Puerto Rico, abandoned in 1521
and now an archaeological site.
1510: Santa Maria de la Antiguar del Darien, on west
coast of today’s Panama, abandoned in 1524.
1514: Havana, Cuba, permanent.
1519: Veracruz, Mexico, permanent, and second Spanish
settlement on the Mexico mainland.
1521: Mexico City, on ruins of Tenochtitian.
- researched by GCRL
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10. It does drive home the point of why in the early
days coastal settlements had so much shared history.
The interstate in those early days was the Gulf of
Mexico and littoral waters. But even marching overland it was a matter of days from
Side trip
one settlement to the next.
Two battles late in the
On the way to Mobile on the
east side of the bay is the location Civil War took place in
Baldwin County. One
of a village of French farmers,
was at Spanish Fort,
today’s Spanish Fort. The British the other at Blakeley,
called it “The Village” and the
now Historic Blakeley
Spanish “La Aldea.” During the
State Park.
American Revolution, Spain took
it over and established a fort in 1780. The nearby former town of Blakeley was established in 1813.
Mobile’s first settlement in 1702, now called “Old
Mobile,” was established by the French at 27 Mile
Bluff four years after the Spanish settled Pensacola.
Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne de Bienville (see below) set
up Fort Louis on the banks of the Mobile River.
We asked about what’s there today and found it’s
on private property and not easy to reach. About all
you can find is the archaeological dig by the University of South Alabama.
The settlement lasted nine years before they moved
20 miles downriver. The new settlement was placed
at the confluence of the Mobile River and Mobile
Mobile - front line
Alabama’s port city is just over an hour to the west Bay at a site that had been settled around 1706 by
of Pensacola, a relatively quick drive along Interstate another French group.
The entrance to Fort
Pickens pops up from a
crest in the road, and in a
short time you see the
cannon on the Tower
Bastion. One can imagine
how formidable it might
have looked with 200 guns.
Construction on the pentagon-shaped fort began in
1829 and was finished in 1834. Using some 200
slaves, it was built with four-foot thick walls just 500
feet from the edge of the island. But shifting sand has
pushed the shoreline .7 miles from the fort.
Entry is through the sallyport, which leads to a 3.5acre parade field where troops camped. To the left
are the officers’ quarters and straight ahead is Battery
Pensacola, built in 1898 and painted black.
A visitor can wander around the structure to see the
casemates that protected the artillery positions. Granite semicircles on the floor supported the cannon
weight. Numerous steps lead to upper levels that offer splendid views of the protected bay. But technology made Fort Pickens and other shore defenses obsolete by the end of World War II. All were declared
surplus in 1947.

block the river to other nations. Iberville left Brest with four
ships in October 1698, and sailed along the Florida coast past
the new settlement the Spanish were building at Pensacola.
Two Canadian brothers were instrumental in founding three
In 1699 he scouted the mouth of the Mississippi River and,
settlements in the Gulf Coast region.
finding no good sites for a settlement, he built a fort at Biloxi,
Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne de Bienville was the founder of Mo- in what is today Ocean Springs, Miss. He also established Mobile and New Orleans. Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville was the
bile.
founder of Biloxi.
Bienville (Jean-Baptiste) discovered Chandeleur Islands of
In 1682, Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle, was the
the cost of Louisiana as well as Cat Island and Ship Island off
first European to travel from the Great Lakes down the Missis- the cost of Mississippi before sailing up the Mississippi River,
sippi River to the Gulf of Mexico. The French envisioned an
all the way to today’s Baton Rouge and False River. Bienville
empire blocking in the English on the Atlantic Coast.
established Fort de la Boulaye in 1700, but it was abandoned in
The Gulf Coast was already claimed, but not occupied, by the 1707.
Spanish.
He became governor of the new territory for the first of four
Pontchartrain, minister for naval affairs and colonies, gave
terms in 1701. He was governor for 40 years.
Iberville the task of locating the mouth of the Mississippi River,
which La Salle had failed to find, and building a fort that would
- researched by GCRL

The Le Moyne brothers
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An earth and palisade fort was built at the site, and
the settlement became the capital
Side trip
of New France. But with the War
Battleship Memorial
of the Quadruple Alliance, where
Park, home of the
Spain battled with France and just
decorated World War
about every other European
II warships the USS
power, the capital was moved furAlabama and USS
ther west to Biloxi in 1720 beDrum, is off I-10 just
cause Mobile was too close to
before Mobile.
Spanish-held Pensacola.
Fort Conde was built in 1723, a significant bastion
to counter the Spanish in Pensacola. Originally a four
-pointed star, it’s similar in design to Spanish fort
Castillo de San Marcos in St. Augustine, Fla. Fort
Conde and its surrounding buildings took up about
11 acres.

Like other settlements in the
region, control of Mobile and
Fort Conde would change
hands. When England took over
Mobile from France in 1763,
the fort was renamed Fort Charlotte. When Spain came in 1780
it became Fort Carlota. In 1813
when the U.S. took over it was
renamed Fort Charlotte. But in 1820, Congress authorized sale and removal of the fort. By late 1823,
most above-ground traces were gone, leaving only
underground structures.
The new Fort Conde, built as a tourist attraction, is
a 4/5 scale of the original fort and spans almost 1/3
of the original fort site. It opened July 4, 1976, as

owned by a Frenchman, believed to be Jean Favre, who was
returning to his plantation on the banks of the Pearl River.
If the identification is correct, Favre, who was also an interWilliam Bartram, born in 1739 in Philadelphia, was a natural- preter, had a home one mile north of Pearlington. Three generaist who in 1773 embarked upon a four-year journey through the tions of Favres were interpreters, first for the French in 1699,
Southeast that became widely read.
the British after 1764 and the Spanish after 1780.
He made drawings and took
Since Favre traded with Indians and settlers, on his way home
notes on the native flora and
from Mobile he would have visited the rivers, bays and known
fauna and the Native American
homes of many settlers who had placed orders.
Indians, and wrote of his exThe first bay and river they would have reached in Mississippi
periences in a book with a long
would have been the Pascagoula. Bartram remained three days
name that’s better known simat the Favre home, then later went to Lake Pontchartrain and
ply as Bartram’s Travels.
Baton Rouge.
Today there are markers at
Although he spent little time in Pensacola, it’s the location of
locations along the Bartram
the 2.6-acre William Bartram Memorial Park, south of Bayfront
Trail, which approximates his
Parkway just before it turns to
March 1773 to January 1777
Main Street. The marker says
southern journey. He explored
in part that Bartram in 1775
parts of North Carolina, South
described Pensacola and the
Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
hospitality he received when a
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Tennessee from the view- houseguest of the governor.
point of a naturalist.
In this region, there are BarIn the northern Gulf Coast he saw Wakulla Springs near Tal- tram Trail markers at Pensalahassee, and described the mouth of an underground river
cola’s Fort Pickens; on the
emerging on its way to the Gulf of Mexico.
east side of Alabama 59 in
He also visited Pensacola, though it was never originally in
Stockton, Ala.; at the Alahis plans. While waiting in Mobile for a trading vessel that
bama Welcome Center on
would take him west to the Pearl River, he filled the time by
Interstate 10 at the Missisjoining a boat destined for the Perdido River.
sippi state line; on U.S. 98
Already well-known, he was invited by the governor of Brit- near the Florida/Alabama state line; in a park adjacent to small
ish West Florida, Peter Chester (August 1770 to May 1781) to craft harbor on Beach Boulevard in Biloxi, Miss.; and at the
spend some time in Pensacola. But he couldn’t stay long and
park south of Interstate 10 in Diamondhead, Miss.
returned to Mobile to catch the ship.
Bartram left Mobile in the summer of 1775 on a trading boat
- researched by GCRL

Bartram trail, 1773-1777
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part of Mobile’s celebration of the
Side trip
United States bicentennial.
Confederate ships,
The fort is easy to reach. Take the
including an ironclad, exit for Government Street, go
were beaten by the
through the Bankhead Tunnel and
Union fleet of David
emerge from the other end and
Farragut in the 1864
Battle of Mobile Bay. signs direct you to the fort. It’s at
150 South Royal Street, atop InterThree forts fell.
state 10’s George Wallace Tunnel.
The fort is visually stunning with its slightly angled exterior walls, towers and gun positions. Our
first stop was the welcome center, where we wanted
to pick up some brochures. We were greeted by Arlilian D. Wilkerson, a 93-year-old volunteer who is
friendly, knowledgeable and has her own history to
tell if you ask her. She was born in Sweetwater, Ala.,
and has seen major changes in the state and nation.

Galvez campaign, 1779-1781
One of the most interesting historic events that ties the Gulf
Coast region together are the military exploits of Bernardo de
Galvez, the New Orleans-based colonial governor of Spanish
Louisiana. And what ties him to the region was his exploits
during the American Revolution.
Galvez’s Spain was not a combatant in the early stages of the
war, but on May 8, 1779, King Charles III formally declared
war on the British. Galvez, who had expected war as early as
April, intercepted communications indicating the British were
planning an attack on New Orleans.
Galvez decided to strike first, lashing out first at Baton Rouge
to the north, and the British held positions at Fort Bute and Fort
New Richmond. On Aug. 27, Galvez set out by land towards
Baton Rouge, the western-most British bastion, leading a force
of 520 regulars, 60 militiamen, 80 free blacks and mulattoes,
and 10 American volunteers headed by Oliver Pollock. As they
marched upriver, the force grew another 600 men, including
Indians and Acadians.
The British built Fort New Richmond in 1779 on the Watt’s
and Flowers Plantation because of concern that Bute could not
be held. The new fort consisted of a ditch 18 feet wide and nine
feet deep surrounding an earthen wall with palisades in the form
of chevaux de fries, principally anti-cavalry obstacles. It was
armed with 13 cannon, 400 regular British soldiers, a company
of grenadiers and 150 Loyalist militia.
At dawn Sept. 7, they attacked Fort Bute (Bayou Manchac
below B.R.), a decaying relic of the French and Indian War that
was defended by a token force. After several days rest, they
marched to Baton Rouge 15 miles away. Fort New Richmond
surrendered Sept. 21, 1779, after three hours of shelling. The

While it’s interesting seeing the structure from the
top, the gun placements and the views, what’s the
real treat at Fort Conde is the wealth of information
available in the museum that snakes runs through the
inside of the replica fort.
The fort is far from the only historic site to see.
There are about a half-dozen historic districts that
can be taken in with a two-hour drive. One must-stop
is Dauphin Street, which has been a key road for Mobile for years. Today it is a popular entertainment
district in the heart of downtown.
Biloxi - the French arrive

For a site that was settled by the French just a year
after the Spanish settled Pensacola, there’s not much
to see where Fort Maurepas once stood. The archaeological site is north of the railroad tracks in a
surrender including the British surrendering Fort Panmure,
modern Natchez, Miss., a well fortified position with 80 regular
infantrymen.
This campaign cleared the British from the Mississippi River
area. Galvez returned to New Orleans and began planning further ventures against the British. The next destination was Mobile and its 60-year-old Fort Charlotte, formerly known as Fort
Conde when built in 1723.
The Galvez fleet sailed from New Orleans and entered Mobile
Bay Feb. 13, 1780. Galvez sent a letter to Capt. Elias Durnford,
who rejected the surrender demand. Galvez established artillery
positions on land and opened fire March 10. Durnford set fire to
all of Mobile, fearing the homes and shops could provide cover
for the attacking Spanish. He surrendered the fort and its 267
troops March 13. Fort Charlotte was renamed Fort Carlotta.
Galvez also ordered construction of a fort in today’s Spanish
Fort across the bay from Mobile. It would be another year before he would go after Pensacola.
Galvez sent some troops overland and led the Spanish fleet to
Pensacola. The vessels arrived off the entrance to the bay
March 9, 1781. The first attempt to enter the bay ended when
the Spanish flagship ran aground. Galvez sailed into the bay on
his own aboard the brig Galveztown on March 18. The rest of
the fleet followed.
The British redoubt at Fort Barrancas failed to stop the maneuver. Troops from the west moved cannon into position. Skirmishes were fought, but most of April was spent preparing for
the siege. Battle began at end of April. May 8, 1781, a shell
struck the powder magazine at the Queens Redoubt, 100 British
soldiers killed. Spanish moved in cannon, opened fire on Fort
George. May 10 General John Campbell ran up the white flag.
Pensacola remained Spanish the next 40 years.
- researched by GCRL
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First lone-star state, 1810
The Republic of West Florida was created in 1810 after
English-speaking inhabitants rebelled and overthrew
Spain’s provincial governor. It was a region with longcontested borders and was controlled at times by France,
Spain and the British.
Independence was declared Sept. 26,
three days after a 10-minute skirmish
at Fort San Carlos in Baton Rouge, led
by Philemon Thomas, a Revolutionary
War veteran. Two Spanish soldiers were killed and others wounded. The fort surrendered and the Bonnie Blue
lone-star flag was hoisted over the fort. St. Francisville in
Louisiana was named the capital and Fulwar Skipwith
became president.
The country, despite its name, initially did not include
any of Northwest Florida, but plans were in the works to
expel the Spanish from Mobile, Ala., and Pensacola and
to add them to the nation.
The republic lasted 74 days before it was annexed by
the United States without a fight. President James Madison argued the Louisiana land east of the Mississippi
River to the Perdido River was part of the Louisiana Purchase. Spain vigorously denied the claim, and attempts
by the U.S. to buy it had failed.
On Oct. 27, Madison issued a proclamation annexing
West Florida and ordered in troops. The proclamation
was signed and sealed in the city of Washington “in the
thirty fifth year of the independence of the said U.
States.”
The territory was fully occupied by Dec. 10, 1810.
In 1811 the western part of West Florida was attached
to the Territory of Orleans, and the eastern sections became part of present day Mississippi and Alabama.
Today, Interstate 12 through the “Florida Parishes” of
Louisiana in 1993 was named the Republic of West Florida Parkway, one of the few indications that nation ever
existed. - researched by GCRL

neighborhood about a mile north of the city of Ocean
Springs’ Fort Maurepas Park.
The city park has a great view of the water, but it’s
not the spot where the French placed their settlement.
Still, the park does have a statue of Old Biloxi’s
founder, faded images of flags embedded in a walkway and a circle with 1699 on it.
But it wasn’t always this way. Efforts to replicate
the old fort started in 1971, and it took 10 years before the wooden palisades and bastion were finished.

Work on the site continued in spurts because of irregular funding.
But in August 2005, Hurricane Katrina knocked
timbers from the bastion more than 40 feet of its
foundation as it devastated a wide swath of the coast.
Historic costumes and other items inside the fort
were destroyed or looted, according to press reports at the time.
While there’s little to see, the
significance of the site itself remains. It was the first permanent
settlement in French Louisiana, a
counterweight to Spanish Florida.
Built under the direction of Pierre
Le Moyne d’Iberville - brother of
the guy who founded Old Mobile it became the administrative capital of New France in 1720, moved
there from Mobile, about 65 miles away by foot.
The settlement at Fort Maurepas later moved to
Nouveau-Biloxi and Fort Louis in present-day Biloxi, across the bay. Fort Maurepas burned and was
not rebuilt. Then in 1723 the administrative capital of
French Louisiana moved again, this time to the
inland harbor of New Orleans.
From Ocean Springs we went across the U.S. 90
bridge to Biloxi and pass the Biloxi Lighthouse, built
in 1848. About 11 miles south of here is Ship Island,
first charted by Iberville in 1699. He used it as a base
of operations during his search for the mouth of the
Mississippi River. Its deep-water harbor made it a
perfect anchorage for early explorers.
After New Orleans was founded in 1718, Ship Island served as the port of entry from 1720 to 1724.
The British took over at the end of the French and
Indian War, then Spain took it after the American
Revolution. The United States claimed it as part of
the Louisiana Purchase.
During the War of 1812, the British used Ship Island and Cat Island to the west to launch the attack
on New Orleans.
In 1859 construction began on a fort, but it was not
finished until after the Civil War. It was named Fort
Massachusetts after the Union warship that seized
the abandoned outpost.
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over 200 years ago it was littered with the bodies of
British soldiers who fell in a fierce battle that had no
impact on the outcome of the War of 1812. But the
lopsided American victory gave the 39-year-old
country a sense that it had come of age, that there
really was a viable American people and nation.
On the day we visited the site of the Battle of New
Orleans, the skies were gray and there was a light
drizzle. The defensive line today looks little like the
formidable position it was 200 years ago. Back then
it was a seven-foot tall rampart buttressed with timber and bristling with artillery and rifles. The line
was manned by ragtag troops the British mocked as
“dirty shirts.”
We looked to the left and saw the thick foliage of
the cypress swamp that formed one end of the
American line. On the extreme right side of the
Chalmette - America comes of age
nearly mile-long earthwork line is the levee and beIf you look out at the field in Chalmette, just four
miles from New Orleans, it’s hard to believe that just yond that the Mississippi River. Straight ahead there

Ship Island was a single barrier
island until Hurricane Camille
Near the state line is
NASA’s Stennis Space struck in 1969 and split it in two.
Center rocket engine The fort is on West Ship Island.
Back on U.S. 90, on the western
test facility. It’s where
the rockets that took edge of Biloxi, is the Beauvoir esAmerica to the moon tate, the post-Civil War home of
were tested in the 60s. the former president of the ConfedIt is a National Historic eracy, Jefferson Davis. Heavily
Landmark.
damaged by Hurricane Katrina,
there’s an interesting statue at the entrance: Tartar,
Davis’ warhorse during the Mexican-American War.
The hurricane ripped it from its original spot in the
museum and pulled it out to the Mississippi Sound.
Now it’s on display at the entrance.

Side trip

Jackson’s Gulf Coast campaign
Andrew Jackson, who would become the seventh president of
the United States, is, like Galvez, another historic figure with
ties across the Gulf Coast region.
During the War of 1812, which began in June, Jackson was
appointed commander of the Seventh Military District in May
1814. He arrived in Mobile with his troops in August, and was
headquartered at the site of today’s Battle House Renaissance
Mobile Hotel.
Jackson was fresh from his victory at Horseshoe Bend, northeast of Montgomery, over the Red Stick Creek during the Creek
War of 1813-1814. Originally a conflict within the Creek Nation, it drew in the U.S. after a band of militia attacked a Red
Stick supply train. In retaliation, the tribe in August 1813 attacked Fort Mims in today’s Baldwin County, Ala.
In September of 1814 the British sent four ships from Pensacola to capture Mobile. The plan was to take Fort Bowyer, a
small fort on the tip of Mobile Point, then Mobile as a base for
land operations against Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
But Bowyer’s cannon fire heavily damaged the lead ship,
HMS Hermes, which later blew up when its magazine ignited.
The other ships departed.
Within two months Jackson led his troops to Pensacola to
expel the British, who had made an arrangement with the Spanish governor to permit British troops to use the forts. The British leave with troops and five ships after just a brief exchange
of cannon fire with Jackson.
Jackson returned to Mobile and on Nov. 22 begins marching

to New Orleans, arriving Dec. 1. The Battle of New Orleans
begins later that month and ends Jan. 9, 1815, when the British
are routed at Chalmette, just a few miles from New Orleans.
Jackson would have another battle in Pensacola, still the capital of Spanish West Florida, during the First Seminole War.
President James Monroe asked Jackson to combat the Seminole
and Creek to keep the territory from becoming a safe haven for
runaway slaves. He reached Pensacola May 23, 1818 with
1,000 troops, but the Spanish governor and 175-man garrison
retreated to Fort Barrancas, 15 miles away at today’s Naval Air
Station Pensacola.
There was an exchange of cannon fire for a couple of days,
then the Spanish surrendered Fort Barrancas May 28. Jackson
established a temporary American provisional government in
the city. At the time, the United States was negotiating with
Spain for the territory of Florida. Spain seceded control of all of
Florida after the Jackson attack. In exchange, it settled boundary issues and the U.S. agreed to pay residents’ claims against
the Spanish government.
Jackson wasn’t done with his time in Pensacola.
In March 1821, Monroe appointed Jackson Commissioner of
the United States to take possession of Florida and gave him the
full powers of governor. He did so on condition he could resign
as soon as the territorial government was organized.
He was in Pensacola July 17, 1821, to watch the Spanish flag
lowered and the U.S. flag raised in a ceremony in Plaza Ferdinand, and to organize the first territorial government. In November he sent his resignation to the president.
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Chalmette Battlefield

Gulf Coast Reporters’ League photo

are trees in the distance and in a nod to modern
times, stacks from an industry. There’s also a national cemetery, but it’s not visible from here.
One of the key battles in U.S. history took place at
this former plantation on the right bank of the Mississippi, four miles from New Orleans. This is where
Maj. Gen. Andrew Jackson and his last-minute conscripts beat back and invasion by the mighty British
Empire. These were seasoned troops, some of them
veterans of the Napoleonic Wars.
Jackson had a force of 4,500, including army regulars, militia, free blacks, aristocrats, Choctaw warriors and the Baratarian pirates of Jean Lafitte. They
were up against 8,000 British regulars led by a veteran of the Peninsular War and brother-in-law of the
Duke of Wellington. The crucial battle of Jan. 8,
1815, lasted only about 30 minutes. But when it was
over, the British had more than 2,000 dead, wounded
and captured, including three generals and seven
colonels. The Americans lost less than 100.

There’s a road that loops around the battlefield for
a self-guided tour. Along the road there are pull-offs
where you can read story boards about the site. A
must stop is the welcome center and museum near
the obelisk monument. The museum tells the story in
great detail through snippets of information. There’s
also a film about the battle as you enter the museum.
It includes at the base of the screen a map that lights
up areas corresponding to information from the film.
The Chalmette Battlefield and National Cemetery
are part of the Jean Lafitte National Historical Park
and Preserve, which has six separate sites, including
the battlefield. Be forewarned. Your mind may keep
replaying the Johnny Horton song.
New Orleans - river stronghold

Just a half-dozen miles from Chalmette is New Orleans, and our goal was Jackson Square, packed full
of early New Orleans history. It’s where you can see
a sign near the historic Café du Monde commemorat-
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ing the establishment of New Orleans by Bienville in
1718.
Jackson Square, formerly known as the Place d’Armes and then Plaza de Armas, is dominated by St.
Louis Cathedral, built in 1720 and the oldest active
cathedral in the nation. Next door is the Cabildo,
built under Spanish rule in 1795. The Cabildo is
where in 1803 a ceremony was held transferring the
828,000 square-mile Louisiana Territory from France
to the United States. The price of $11 billion was
less than three cents an acre. The public square was
renamed Jackson Square after the Battle of New Orleans in 1815.
Today it’s a museum, and among other thing has
the death mask of Napoleon, one of only four in existence. It is also where, when the Louisiana Supreme
Count used it as its headquarters, the landmark
Plessy v. Ferguson decision originated in 1892 affirming separate but equal.
On the other side of the cathedral is the Presbytere,
originally designed to house the city’s priests and
now a museum. The center of the square is where
you’ll find the equestrian statue of Jackson. This
square was also the site of public executions of

criminals and rebellious slaves
Side trip
during the 18th and early 19th
Oak Alley Plantation,
centuries.
There were more than 50 places 1839, is well known
in New Orleans where slaves were for the oaks lining the
approach to the
sold, but few reminders of that
home. It’s midway
era. The current Omni Orleans on between New Orleans
Chartres and St. Louis streets was and Baton Rouge.
once the St. Louis Hotel, and
slaves were sold there. It was used for domestic slave
trade. It was the largest slave market in America during the antebellum period.
On the corner of Chartres Street and Esplanade
Avenue there’s now a residential home built well after the Civil War. But the site was a slave pen, with a
showroom and a yard where enslaved people would
sleep, exercise and cook. Transatlantic slave trade
was brought through Algiers Point across the Mississippi on land originally given to Jean Pierre le
Moyne in 1719.
Other pre-Civil war sites to consider taking in are
the French Market not far from Jackson Square. The
open air shopping center that has existed on the same
place for over 200 years.
Also to consider is a visit to St.
Side trip
Louis Cemetery and Lafayette
The National World
Cemetery, two of the earliest in
the city, where the dead are buried War II Museum is at
945 Magazine Street
above ground in crypts due to the
in the central business
high water level.
district and previously
Preservation Hall in the French
was known as the DQuarter, New Orleans Jazz NaDay Museum.
tional Historic Park and the Garden District, where the city's original aristocratic
class settled, all are interesting to visit.
Baton Rouge - last but not least

Of the five Gulf Coast towns that were among the
first settled, what would end up becoming the capital
city of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, was the last of the
group with its settlement in 1721. To find where the
site chosen by the French, you have to go to the campus of Southern University. That’s where it’s believed French explorers first saw the Muscogee
boundary marker that would lead to the name of the
settlement.
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The French had been interested in the Mississippi
River since it was first recorded by Hernando de Soto
in 1541. In 1682 Rene-Robert Cavelier and Henri
Tonti claimed the river valley for France, and in 1699
Iberville led a party up the Mississippi River and
came upon the red pole, which in French is “baton
rouge.” It was on the right bank of
Side trip
the river, perhaps on Scott’s Bluff.
The largest slave
It marked the boundary between
revolt in U.S. history, the Houma and Bayogoula hunting
the German Coast
grounds.
Uprising, was in
It wasn’t until 1721 that the
January 1811 in St.
French established Baton Rouge as
John the Baptist and
a military post. It was held until
St. Charles parishes.
1763, when France ceded its territory in North America to Britain and Spain. Baton
Rouge became the most southwest corner of British
North America. Part of British West Florida, it remained loyal to Britain during the revolution. New
Orleans during that period was under the control of
Spain.
In 1779 the British built Fort Richmond on the
banks of the Mississippi River. But after Spain declared war on Britain during the American Revolution, Spanish Governor Don Bernardo de Galvez led
a militia of 1,400 soldiers from New Orleans and
took the fort, renaming it Fort San Carlos.
After the United States purchased Louisiana in
1803, Spanish Florida was surrounded by the United
States and its possessions. Rebels in this region, unhappy with Spanish control, overcame the garrison at
Fort San Carlos and raised the Bonnie Blue Flag of
the independent republic. Just 74 days later, it was
taken over by the United States (page 18)
Baton Rouge is also the site of Spanish Town,
commissioned in 1805, the oldest neighborhood in
the city. Beauregard Town, commissioned in 1806, is
the second oldest neighborhood. Both are on the National Register of Historic Places.
Baton Rouge is also where you’ll find the Pentagon
Barracks, built in 1819, on the grounds of the state
capital. American forces renamed it Post at Baton
Rouge, which served as the assembly point for
American troops going to the Creek War in 18131814 and to the Battle of New Orleans in 1814-1815.

The Army built Baton Rouge Barracks just north of
the post and demolished the former Fort San Carlos
in 1819. The new structure was formed by four twostory brick buildings. Later it would include an arsenal and ordnance depot.
The state of Louisiana seized the post at the start of
the Civil War, and it remained in Confederate hands
until Union troops reoccupied the Baton Rouge complex in 1862.
During its use as a military post, the site had been
visited by Lafayette, Robert E. Lee, George Custer,
Jefferson Davis and Abraham Lincoln. Fort San Carols (new Richmond), is adjacent to the Pentagon Barracks. It was the major command post through the
Mexican-American War (1846-1848).
The Old Arsenal Powder Magazine, established in
1816, is a surviving part of what was once Louisiana’s largest military complex. It’s
been restored as a museum interSide trip
The art deco Louisiana
preting the history of the 19th cenState Capitol, built in
tury arsenal that served as a depot
1931, is where the
for supplies and weapons, massive
controversial former
stockpiles of powder and ammuniGov. Huey Long was
tion. It also operated small factory
assassinated by a
to make musket balls and cannon
local doctor
carriages. Lt. Col. Zachary Taylor,
who would be a future president, assumed command
of the arsenal and ordnance depot in 1821.
Not until 1849 did Baton Rouge became the state
capital, with what is arguably one of the most intriguing looking buildings in the country. The state
capitol was built to look like a medieval castle, complete with turrets, overlooking the Mississippi River.
It was built in 1847-1852 and is designated a National Historic Landmark for its architecture. It’s now
the Museum of Political History.
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The pre-colonial
history abounds
MOBILE, Ala.

Y

ou have to be the type of traveler who has
some time to spare, and you also have to be
somewhat adventurous since it’s not easy to
get there, even if it is only a bit more than a dozen
miles from urban Mobile.
But if you should make the trek, you will have seen
one of the most unique archaeological sites in the
region, unlike anything you’ve seen before.
The Bottle Creek Mounds are on an island in the
Mobile-Tensaw River Delta. Hundreds of years before the Europeans came it was a thriving center of
the Pensacola culture, a regional variant of the Mississippi culture.
While much of the history of the United States is
told beginning with the arrival of Europeans, when
events were recorded, there were thousands of years
when Native Americans lived here.
The story of the Indian cultures is told through artifacts and archaeological evidence. And one of the
most notable sites for the culture of mound-building
people is in this region.
Tribes in the Southeast were the Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, Mobilian, Tomeh, Apalachee,
Pascagoula, Pensacola and Seminole. The Pensacola
culture was the one that dominated a large part of the
Gulf Coast, from Northwest Florida to South Mississippi and up into inland areas of Alabama.
The Panzacola tribe had an established culture hundreds of years prior to their encounters with the
European newcomers. The ceremonial mound center
north of Mobile was occupied from 1250 to 1550.
The Bottle Creek village site is fairly large and encompasses a low, swampy island some 14 miles
north of Mobile. The site has at least 18 large earthwork mounds, five of them arranged around a center
plaza. The tallest platform is 45 feet.

Photo by David Snyder, University of South Alabama

Chief ascending a mound at the Bottle Creek archaeological
site, circa 1250, in an exhibit at the University of South Alabama’s Archaeology Museum.

The village was the largest Mississippi chiefdom
on the north-central Gulf Coast. Archaeologists believe the village was the political, religious and cultural center of the north central Gulf Coast. It’s Alabama’s second largest archaeological zone, but not
visited much because of the difficulty getting there.
The site would have been easily reached with dugout canoes. The natives used waterways rather than
struggle walking through the thick vegetation.
The mounds are near the confluence of the Tombigbee and Alabama rivers, and it can be confusing.
The streams become a maze of branches and bayous
at the head of Mobile Bay.
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Bottle Creek was first mapped
in the 1850s, but its location in
Excellent: 248
the middle of the delta, surVery good: 28
rounded by swamp and hidden
Average: 3
by surrounding cypress, makes it
Poor: 0
pretty inaccessible - then and
Terrible: 3
-TripAdvisor 7/3/16 now. But tours are available.
It was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1974 and became a Na-

Bottle Creek review

tional Historic Landmark in 1994.
But if Bottle Creek Mounds are most notable for
being so difficult to reach, the opposite is the case for
another famous Indian mound in this region - the
Fort Walton Beach Indian Temple Mound. It is right
in the center of the Florida town. It’s no exaggeration
to say, you can’t miss it.
- researched by GCRL

Fort Walton’s temple mounds
FORT WALTON BEACH, Fla.

S

ome say the people that arrived more than
10,000 years ago in what is now Fort Walton
Beach left behind more than a museum full of
artifacts and a sacred temple mound.
They left an aura.
“There are spirits all over that place,” said David
Baxter, a man of Cherokee ancestry who has done
more than just about anyone to raise awareness of a
Native American culture that existed in Northwest
Florida before the dawn of tribal society.
The Temple Mound, designed a National Historic
Landmark since 1964, is sometimes overlooked today in the middle of a bustling, tourist-oriented
downtown. But it was the place to be between 800
and 1400 A.D. that was the societal focal point and
center of political and religious activities.
The mound was where the people came for public events like
games and dances. A building at
its top served as the residence of
the group’s leader.
The mound was also a burial
site, and grew as dirt, sand and
shells were brought in one basket
Tom McLaughlin
load at a time to cover the remains of those who had passed on
and lay new ground for the next leader.
The mound, towering 20 feet and covering an acre
of land, has the feel of just what it is, an old cemetery, Baxter said, and this is what makes it so unique.

Photo by Tom McLaughlin

Heritage Park and Cultural Center is downtown

“It’s hard to explain, but there’s such a positive
energy up there. It’s a feeling. It’s eerie, but at the
same time it’s good,” he said. “People around here
don’t realize that’s a neat spiritual place out there.”
The Indian Temple Mound Museum was opened in
1962 as the first city-owned and operated museum in
Florida. The existing museum building was completed a decade later just west of the base of the
mound itself.
The museum houses some 5,000 artifacts collected
over the years within a 40-mile radius of Fort Walton
Beach, according to Gail Lynn Meyer, the manager
of the museum. About 1,000 are on display at any
one time, with the others available for the many scientists who visit annually on research assignments.
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Photo by Tom McLaughlin

The mound became a National Historic Landmark in 1964.

The Heritage Park and Cultural Center, which includes the museum, the temple mound, two buildings
of historic local significance and a smaller Civil War
museum, welcomes between 10,000 and 12,000
"walk through the door visitors" each year, said
Meyer. Another 8,000 benefit from educational programs and another 8,000 to 10,000 from outreach.
Many who drop in to the museum are beachgoers
looking for a break from the heat or a rainy day activity, Meyer said, but a significant number come to
see a world renowned collection of artifacts.
Meyer shares Baxter's feeling that the temple
mound “is a special place,” but from her perspective
it’s not only the mound that can leave a visitor with
goosebumps, but also the collection of artifacts, from
pottery, to weaponry, to the ancient skeleton of a
puppy buried in ceremonial fashion.
It’s the artifacts that tell a 2,400 year story that begins somewhere around 1000 B.C. and concludes
just before Spanish explorers arrived in the area in
the 1500s. The tale is one of a people emerging from
day to day survival to become a society with specialists like craftsmen and traders that has the time to
ponder the meaning of life and the skill to bring
those ponderings to life through ceramic excellence.
“You can feel the past all around," Meyer said.
The story is in many ways a mystery as well. The
Native American culture that thrived for so many
years in an area where food and water were plentiful

seems to have disappeared without
Mound review
leaving much of a trace. In recent
Excellent: 47
years, the temple mound itself has
Very good: 38
been nearly entirely closed to foot
Average: 13
traffic out of respect for the dead
Poor: 1
buried within and to prevent eroTerrible: 1
-TripAdvisor 7/3/16
sion of the monument itself, Meyer
said.
There are a very few occasions, though, usually
during a Native American ceremonial event, when
access to the top of the mound is permitted. One of
these occasions has been as part of Musical Echoes:
A Native American flute festival and cultural event
that had been celebrated in Fort Walton Beach from
2001 until this year, when Baxter and other organizers decided they needed a hiatus.
One year off was apparently enough, though,
Meyer said Musical Echoes, once the nation's largest
Native American flute festival, will be back in Fort
Walton Beach in 2017.
The Fort Walton site was abandoned by around
1500 A.D., but scientists don’t know why the natives
walked away from their massive ceremonial centers
across the South at about that time. The Lake Jackson Mounds in Tallahassee, was also abandoned, as
were other sites.
It has been speculated that this may have had
something to do with the arrival of Europeans, but
the earliest Spanish explorers of Florida found the
sites already abandoned.
By the time of the Civil War, the mounds at
Fort Walton Beach had become overgrown. Confederate soldiers established Camp Walton at the base of
the temple mound in 1861 to guard Santa Rosa
Sound and Choctawhatchee Bay. They dug
out a nearby shell mound for use as a cannon emplacement, exhibiting the relics and skeletons they
found at their camp. The items were destroyed by
fire when Camp Walton was shelled by Union troops
on April 1, 1862.
The Fort Walton Temple Mound and Indian Temple Mound Museum are open Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. The mound is located at
139 Miracle Strip Parkway, which is U.S. 98.
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For the traveler who
wants to have a fun
vacation that’s also
highly educational,
there are plenty of
places in the region...
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S

ome time back when I was interviewing the then-director of
Stennis Space Center about the
development of a new, tourism
focused science center near the NASA
rocket test facility, I mentioned that I
was beginning to see a trend.
In addition to Infinity Science Center
along Interstate 10, there was also the
National Flight Academy taking off in
Pensacola, and a new maritime learning
center planned for Mobile. I told him I
was surprised nobody had thought of
linking all the centers together and developing some sort of entertaining science tour of the region.
He said it would be a great idea, especially because
they focus on different fields and young people
would learn about a variety of disciplines in a fun
environment. It would go a long way, he said, towards dispelling the notion that this region is backward. A tour like that would make a lasting impression about the importance of science in this region.
So our magazine decided to take a first step by
identifying the tourism-focused centers along the
Interstate 10 corridor that make science and technology an entertaining venue. Not only do these centers
introduce the younger generation to these crucial
fields at a time when there is a pressing need for
these skills, but it also has a secondary benefit of
changing perceptions about this region.
The need is quite clear. The National Academies’
report Rising Above the Gathering Storm in 2005
and a follow-up report in 2010 warned that if leaders
fail to take steps to improve investments in science
and technology, the United States would continue to
slip against global competition. In 2012, a follow-up
book on the same topic focused on developing re-

Photo provided by Infinity

The massive first stage of the historic Saturn V, complete with
five F-1 engines, was brought to Infinity Science Center June 21
and will go on permanent display. Infinity is just one of the science centers that dot the region.

gional innovation environments to help address the
issue. That, to some extent, is what these science
centers are accomplishing. Now it’s a matter of making them more widely known.
Other areas of the country have created science and
technology personalities. In north Alabama, visitors
to high-tech focused Huntsville who come in from
the airport pass through Cummings Research Park
and see technology focused tenants stretched out
along Interstate 565. One of the key visuals on the
south side of the interstate is the U.S. Space &
Rocket Center and an outside display of spacecraft.
It tells the world what’s important to that city.
The folks behind Infinity Science Center “get it.”
On the organization’s website is this sentence about
the new addition to the science center: “You’re driving east on Interstate 10, you cross the colossally tall
Pear River bridge into Mississippi and suddenly,
there it is: a giant rocket stage boasting five massive
F-1 engines, in the swamp, welcoming you into the
Hospitality State.”
Showcasing the first stage of a Saturn V moon
rocket will create a strong impression about what’s
important in this area of South Mississippi, an important part of dispelling stereotypes.

Page 24: Students take a look at the image of the Earth at Infinity Science Center.
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Science/learning centers

Map by Rudy Nowak

It appears even in this day and age, when people
have plenty of access to information, there are still
some who won’t let go of outdated impressions. Not
that long ago, a political leader who should have
known better questioned whether Alabama could
build anything, let alone aerial tankers. Her remark
was absurd, but drove home the point that people are
still misinformed. By the way, Airbus knew better
about Alabama and less than five years later new
A320 jetliners are coming off the assembly line in
Mobile, and being delivered to customers.
A tour to Infinity and the other science-focused
learning centers in the region would help drive home
the point. The fact is, the I-10 Gulf Coast region has
university and federal research and applied technology organizations exploring topics ranging from
aerospace to material research, and from earth science to marine science, just to name a few examples.
But that story isn’t being told. How many know
that Eglin Air Force Base, Fla., spends as much each
year on R&D as some of the top universities in the
nation? How many know Stennis Space Center is
home to the highest concentration of oceanographers
in the world? Do they high-tech unmanned aircraft
are built in part in Moss Point, Miss., or that this re-

gion is home to one of the premiere centers doing
research in robotics and artificial intelligence?
While it may be unlikely that people would plan a
vacation based on the science centers, it does make
sense to make sure visitors are aware that they are
here, and to suggest multi-day excursion that would
include visits to the coastal region of all four states.
They would leave with a different impression after
this science-focused modern day version of the
Grand Tour.
Fun? Sure. Ulterior motives? You bet.
We have more than a dozen of these science and
learning centers in the region spread out over 440
miles. Some can be explored in a couple of hours,
others up to a full day. And as one of our reporters
pointed out, it’s easy to lose track of time.
Many of these science centers are members of the
Association of Science-Technology Centers, a global
organization of science centers, museums and related
institutions whose innovative approaches to science
learning inspire people of all ages about the meaning
of science in their lives.
So enjoy your tour. We think you’ll be surprised.
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Infinity Science Center photo/edited by Lauren Coffey Photography

The F-1 engines of a Saturn V first stage that will become a permanent display outside Infinity Science Center.

Where science can be a real blast
Over the years Stennis Space
Center became home to other federal agencies, universities and printerstate travelers near the MississippiLouisiana border can’t help but notice an eye- vate companies with their own
catching attraction just off the I-10 exit 2 at
missions in aerospace and Earth
Mississippi Highway 607 in Hancock County. sciences. On any given day, Navy
Infinity Science Center, a 36,000-square-feet multi- SEALS practice river combat malevel science center, is the region’s newest destinaneuvers along the Pearl River,
Lisa Monti
SpaceX engineers conduct propultion for STEM learning, and serves as the official
sion tests and the world’s largest collection of oceanvisitors center for NASA’s John C. Stennis Space
Center, where powerful rocket engines have been
ographers collect data from around the globe for the
tested for 50 years. That sprawling center was carved Navy and other Department of Defense activities.
out of the pine forests, which serve as a protective
All of that work, and much more, is featured at Inacoustic buffer to minimize the roar that’s made
finity’s large indoor and outdoor displays. They are
designed to showcase the scientific side of Earth. It
when engines are tested.

PEARLINGTON, Miss.

I
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ranges from the extremes of outer space to depths of the ocean floor.
Little wonder that Infinity is billed as a place where “fun meets
fascinating.”
Open since April 2012, Infinity welcomed more than 63,000 visitors
last year and officials expect to top that number this year. With new
exhibits and ongoing additions to Infinity’s collection of artifacts and
experiences, visitors of all ages can count on being entertained and
engaged when they drop in.
One new addition to Infinity‘s ever changing list
Infinity
of attractions is the 1,400-foot Biome Boardwalk
1 Discovery Circle,
that features two observation decks and a woodland
Pearlington, Miss.
aggregate pathway that allow visitors to meander
39572
through a variety of natural habitats, including
pitcher plant bogs, Bayhead swamps and lowland
Mon-Sat, 9am - 4pm
pines.
Adults (14-54): $12
Guided tram tours also are now available down
Seniors/Mil: $10
Infinity‘s Possum Walk Trail. The 7-mile
Children (4-13): $6
3 and under: free
excursion onboard an eco-friendly electric tram
Groups 20+: $6 each
will share the history of the area, including former
communities that dotted the region prior to the
228-533-9025
advent of the space program. Guests will learn
visitinfinity.com
about native plants and animals, invasive species
and the role that Infinity plays in Environmental Monitoring and
science, technology, engineering and math education.
Just this June was the much anticipated arrival of the massive Saturn V S-1C first stage booster built for
the canceled Apollo 19 mission. The booster, with five F-1 rocket engines that could produce more than 7.5
million pounds of thrust, is 138 feet long and 33 feet in diameter. It was transported over several days from
NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in New Orleans. It is the last remaining hardware from the lunar
landing program, which has a special connection to Stennis Space Center. That’s where all of the first stages
that took Apollo astronauts to the moon were tested before being certified for flight.
Retired astronaut Fred Haise, a Biloxi native and
Infinity board member, was slated to command the
Apollo 19 mission. He was the Lunar Module Pilot
for the Apollo 13 mission, best remembered for an
onboard explosion that cut short the mission. It was
the subject of a the movie Apollo 13. He also was
backup commander for Apollo 16.
For those looking for a space flight experience of
their own, Infinity offers the 9,000-pound OMEGA
Flight Simulator, a 15-passenger high tech exhibit
that provides a realistic session like the ones
professional pilots use for training. There’s also a
simulator where you can practice take offs and
landing in a Cessna and an indoor playground.
Infinity Science Center photo
The popular Science on a Sphere exhibit, using
Eco-friendly tram provides a 7-mile excursion for visitors.
four projectors, gives visitors a breathtaking 68-inch
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diameter view of Earth, the planets,
airplane flights and real life weather
including hurricanes and tsunamis. A
renovation on the theater is planned for
later this year, which includes additional
seating and expanded offerings.
Visitors also can take in the various
exhibits in the Science Express Gallery,
which is where they can sign up for a
free 45-minute bus tour of Stennis Space
Center to see where rocket engines are
tested. Also on the first floor is Earth
Gallery, an expansive area where live
presentations and videos are
presented. New indoor exhibits will
open in summer 2016, including a
Infinity Science Center photo
Hurricane Prediction Lab and an
Visitors can meander through multiple natural habitats at Biome Boardwalk.
Environmental Monitoring station.
On the second floor, would be
astronauts can practice landing the Space Shuttle on
Infinity Science Center was years in the making
a life sized flight deck and enter a mockup of an
and it has become a major attraction. And in a few
International Space Station’s Destiny module for
years, the area will have another premier tourism
some out of this world experience. At the Paper
destination when the Mississippi Aquarium opens on
Airplane exhibit, you can build and fly your own
the Gulfport beachfront in early 2019.
small aircraft and watch videos about the next
The aquarium is designed to highlight Missisgeneration of spacecraft.
sippi’s rivers and bayous down to the Gulf of Mexico
There’s also a moon rock brought back by Apollo (the “brown to blue water corridor”) and its native
15 astronauts, space shuttle engine components,
wildlife. More than 70 species will be on exhibit
space suits including Fred Haise’s and other artifacts including dolphins, fish, otters and alligators.
from the Smithsonian Institute.
730,000 total gallons of water, both saltwater and
You can easily spend a day at Infinity, taking in the freshwater
interactive exhibits and videos. The bus tour of StenThe $65 million aquarium with 730,000 total
nis Space Center takes about 40 minutes and leaves gallons of saltwater and
on the hour. The Stennis tour requires a government freshwater, will have four galleries Infinity review
Excellent: 28
issued ID for visitors over 18 and a passport for inand an outdoor exhibit totaling
Very good: 39
ternational visitors.
more than 60,000 square feet.
Average: 18
The tram ride, which requires a separate ticket,
Officials estimate the new
Poor: 5
takes about 35 minutes.
attraction will draw up hundreds of
Terrible: 6
There’s also a cafe for a snack or lunch menu of
thousands of visitors a year.
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
burgers, poboys and local favorites, and the Odyssey
The ticket price includes a
Gift Shop which sells logo items, educational toys,
guided, behind-the-scenes tour of nearby Stennis
videos, games, seasonal items and even Astronaut
Space Center, live presentations and digital movies
Ice Cream, the kind served aboard the International
inside Infinity’s domed theater.
Space Station.
■■■
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Losing track of time at GulfQuest
MOBILE, Ala.

S

everal years ago I stood on a riverboat deck
and for several minutes watched the big paddle
wheel churn the waters of the Cumberland
River. How the wheel functioned wasn’t foremost on
my mind then, but a display at GulfQuest National
Maritime Museum of the Gulf of Mexico kept me
occupied for several minutes. I worked the handle
and watched the wheeler turn faster or slower depending on my efforts.
Then I remembered there was much more to see
and do before my day at GulfQuest would end.
If there is any advice to give you about a visit to
Mobile’s newest museum, it would be to be prepared
to lose track of time, to go back in time and to have a
good time. Once through the door, 90 exhibits – most
of which are interactive – will tell
the story, past and present, commercial and recreational, of life
along the waters of the northern
Gulf of Mexico, an area that covers the coastlines of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and
Florida. In short, GulfQuest is an
Rhoda Pickett
educational experience masquerading as a museum.
Once in the lobby, spend a few minutes playing
with the large compass – true to directional settings –
that acts as the foundation of
GulfQuest
what you will learn in greater de155 South Water St.,
tail as you move through the muMobile, Ala. 36602
seum. Make sure to watch the
Tue-Fri, 9am - 5pm
video and then board the conSat, 9am-6pm
tainer ship.
Sun, 11am-6pm
Use the ramps. About every few
Adults (18-64): $18
feet there are vocabulary words
Youth (13-17): $16
and figures of speech in the EngChildren (5-12): $14
lish language that have their oriSeniors (65+): $16
gin in “sea-going slang.” For exMil/College: $16
ample, the phrase “wipe the slate
251-436-8901
clean.” According to the one of
gulfquest.org
the plaques, “long ago, a vessel’s

TripAdvisor photo

GulfQuest on the Mobile River is becoming popular.

course changes were noted on a slab of slate and later
transferred to the logbook. Then the slate was
cleaned and reused. So we speak of a “clean slate” as
starting anew, all past transgressions forgotten.”
I mentioned earlier that you will lose track of time.
That’s because of the interactive nature of the exhibits. You can track the location of a ship charting latitude and longitude; understand how sails take advantage of the wind; chart your location on the sea using
the stars. Some
exhibits are not
interactive, but
instructive. One
particular exhibit
has a glass bottom
that’s actually a
video screen, that
lets you experience a shipwreck,
complete with
sound effects.
The museum
includes some of
Mobile’s history
that is maritime
related as well as
information about
the Tensaw River
Delta and the
river system that
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GulfQuest photo

A suspended image of earth shows it’s a world of water.

feeds into Mobile Bay and eventually the Gulf of Mexico.
Excellent: 83
It was hard to pick a favorite,
Very good: 11
but the one thing I did that day
Average: 5
was spend several minutes at the
Poor: 1
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16 helm of a simulator as a tow boat
captain pushing a barge down the
Tennessee-Tombigbee River while it was raining.
(You have a choice of vessels and scenarios.) Pushing the barge was slow going, but there was so much
to pay attention to, like another barge coming toward
you, and the one that just ran aground at the river’s
edge. If it wasn’t for the little girl who wanted to take
a patrol boat and crash it into the convention center, I
would still be on the Tenn-Tom pushing my barge.
Once on the fifth level, go outside, take in the view
and look at the activity on the Mobile River. I have
seen the Mobile River from various angles and
heights over the years, but after a tour of the museum, I see the river anew.
Another museum that mixes fun with educational
opportunities is the Gulf Coast
Exploreum
Exploreum Science Center, lo65 Government St.,
cated a couple of blocks from
Mobile, Ala. 36604
GulfQuest at 65 Government St.
Mon-Thu, 10am - 5pm That museum, which opened in
Fri-Sat, 10am-6pm
1998, is geared to increasing sciSun, noon-5pm
ence literacy and contains 150
Adults (18-64): $12
interactive exhibits and includes
Youth (13-17): $10.50
an IMAX theater.
Children (7-12): $10
GulfQuest has been open less
Pre-K (4-6): $5
than a year. Memberships are
251-208-6893
available for then who live locally
exploreum.com
as well as bridal packages. The
GulfQuest review

museum has a café with outdoor
Exploreum review
seating that overlooks the Mobile
Excellent: 78
River. If you sit inside at one of
Very good: 41
windows, a special screen gives
Average: 9
you real-time updates on the vesPoor: 11
Terrible: 7
sels traveling up and down the
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
river. In addition, the gift shop provides interesting nautical-themed
items and books.
One final note. The museum does have special activities geared specifically toward children, but know
that the entire experience is for the young and the
young-at-heart. I knew that I was in for a treat when I
overheard a father say this: “I’m sure you guys are
going to wear out early, but Dad is going to be here
all day.”
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Marine life, carriers and beyond
Aquarium of the Americas - New Orleans, La.

The Audubon Aquarium of the Americas
is along the banks of the Mississippi River
1 Canal St., New
and has been an attraction in the Crescent
Orleans, La. 70130
City since 1990.
Mon-Sun, 10am-5pm
The aquarium has 15,000 aquatic creatures
Adults (13-64): $23.95 that represent nearly 600 species.
Seniors: $18.95
The Caribbean Reef exhibit features a
Children (2-12): $17.95 clear, 30-foot long tunnel surrounded by a
2 and under: free
132,000-gallon tank and provides a view
504-565-3033
usually reserved for divers.
auduboninstitute.org
The Amazon Rainforest is encased in a
glass cylinder and includes piranhas and free
-flying birds.
The Gulf of Mexico exhibit, the largest at the aquarium, features a 400,000-gallon tank with sharks, sea turtles and stingrays, and a quarter-scale underwater oil rig.
There are a host of other exhibits, including penguins, sea otters, seahorses, jellyfish, and even an insectariums that includes culinary creations from
Aquarium review
bug chefs.
Excellent: 731
While any visitor can learn a lot simply by
Very good: 641
Average: 303
going to the aquarium, one of the key attracPoor: 42
tions are the education programs that inTerrible: 12
clude holiday and zoo summer camps, along
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
with an aqua school.
Aquarium

Louisiana Children’s Museum - New Orleans, La.

Opened in 1986, this New Orleans learning center engages visitors
Museum review
Children’s Museum in interactive experiences designed to make learning fun. It has
Excellent: 70
420 Julia St., New
30,000
square
feet
of
exhibit
space
and
activities
that
engage
chilVery good: 50
Orleans, La. 70130
dren in art, music, science, math and health and role-playing enviAverage: 17
Tue-Sat, 9:30a-4:30p; ronments.
Poor: 7
Sun, noon-4:30p
Features include a climbing wall, art studio and mock café.
Terrible: 5
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
Adults/children: $8.50
At the Little Port of New Orleans, participants can pilot a towboat
1 and under: free
down the river and captain a container ship, or maneuver a crane to
load cargo onto a big rig truck. Visitors can also trace the origins of cargo and their ship504-523-1357
ping routes around the world on an interactive world map.
lcm.org
In one exhibit, visitors can discover why kites fly, boats float, liquids turn to solids and
more. In Eye to Eye, visitors can peek through a masks for a glimpse of how a hawk, a fish, or even a honeybee, sees its surroundings.
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Louisiana Art & Science Museum - Baton Rouge, La.

This museum seeks to enhance the understanding and appreciation of art and science
100 South River Rd.,
for general audiences and students by presentBaton Rouge, La. 70802
ing educational and entertaining experiences
Tue-Fri, 10a- 4p; Sat,
that encourage discovery, inspire creativity
10a-5p; Sun, 1-5p
and foster the pursuit of knowledge.
Adults: $9
The museum is located in a 1925 historic
Children (3-12)/Seniors: railway station on the banks of the Mississippi
$7.50
River. It has an annual audience of 175,000,
Members: free
with about half being school children.
225-344-5272
Permanent exhibits include ancient Egypt,
lasm.org
the solar system, planet tower and university
gallery. Collections include American and
European art, Louisiana modern and contemMuseum review
porary art and photography.
Excellent: 33

Arts & Science

Very good: 21
Average: 11
Poor: 7
Terrible: 3
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16

Pensacola MESS Hall - Pensacola, Fla.

Math, Engineering, Science and Stuff is the
focus of the Pensacola MESS Hall.
116 N. Tarragona St.,
Inspired by the popularity of the Institute for
Pensacola, Fla. 32502
Human and Machine Cognition’s Science SatMon-Sat, 10am-5pm
urdays, the MESS Hall was founded in 2012
Sun, 1-5pm
by Dr. Megan Pratt. It had a trial run and was
successful enough that it moved from a tem3-Adults: $8
Members: free
porary site to just off the interstate.
While it has some of the trappings of a sci877-937-6377
pensacolamesshall.org ence museum, rather than having exhibits
with planned outcomes, visitors get to work
like real scientists, developing questions and creating experiments, engaging in complex reasoning and learning science just
through tinkering. It’s all hands-on science.
The hall is at 116 North Tarragona Street.
Summer hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., MonMESS Hall review
day through Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m. on SunExcellent: 28
Very good: 12
days. Admission is $8 per person, or free with
Average: 1
a family membership. There are also summer
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16 programs and camps.
MESS Hall
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Institute for Human and Machine Cognition - Pensacola, Fla.

The Institute for Human and Machine Cognition may seem like a surprising addition to
40 S. Alcaniz St.,
Pensacola, Fla. 32502 our list, since it’s a research center in downtown Pensacola and not really a place that you
850-202-4462
can casually drop in to see. But the institute,
ihmc.us
which specializes in human and machine interaction, has built an international reputation for itself in the
field of robotics and artificial intelligence.
Current research includes, in addition to robotics and artificial
intelligence, work on exoskeletons, cybersecurity and more. The
interest in their work has been so high, many people have toured
the facilities. An expansion at IHMC includes a second-floor observation area where visitors see the robotics lab below..
IHMC operates Science Saturdays, a hands-on science program
for kids in grades 3, 4, and 5. They are held one Saturday a
month during the school year. It also operates a robotics summer
camp that encourages creativity and problem solving. Two camp
sessions are offered for specific grade levels, and for students
currently in middle school.
The award winning IHMC Evening Lecture Series provides a
community forum where individuals gather to hear engaging and enlightening conversation. Speakers present an ongoing series of fascinating lectures on meaningful topics in subject areas including science and
technology, civic leadership and urban planning.
IHMC

National Aviation Museum - Pensacola, Fla.

The military and aerospace museum at Naval Air Station Pensacola was established
in 1962 and moved to its current site in 1974. It’s the world’s largest naval aviation
1750 Radford Blvd., NAS
museum and one of the most visited museums in the state of Florida.
Pensacola, Fla. 32508
The museum is devoted to the history of Navy, Marines and Coast Guard aviation.
Daily, 9am-5pm
Its mission is to select, collect, preserve and display memorabilia representative of the
development, growth and heritage of naval aviation.
Admission free
More than 150 aircraft and spacecraft are on display. One striking feature is the
800-327-5002
navalaviationmuseum.org seven-story glass and steel atrium that features four former Blue Angels A-4 Skyhawks
in a diving diamond formation suspended overhead. The museum has 350,000 square
feet of exhibit space inside and 37 acres outside. The West Wing is devoted almost exclusively to World
War II carrier aviation and showcase a full-size replica of the USS Cabot’s island and flight deck.
The museum also operates an IMAX theater, museum store and café.
Museum review
Practice demonstrations by the Blue Angels flight demonstration team may be viewed
Excellent: 3,311
from the museum most Tuesday and Wednesday mornings between March and NovemVery good: 256
ber.
Average: 21
Because of new security directives, all visitors to the museum who do not have a DePoor: 4
Terrible: 1
partment of Defense identification card must enter the installation through the West Gate
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
located off Blue Angel Parkway.

Aviation Museum
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National Flight Academy - Pensacola, Fla.

The National Flight Academy is a 6-day program designed in partnership with the
Escambia and Santa Rosa school districts to teach 7th through 12th grade students
1 Fetterman Way, NAS
about the importance of science and math in aerospace careers.
Pensacola, Fla. 32508
A subsidiary of the Naval Aviation Museum Foundation, it’s an educational activity
authorized but not endorsed or financially supported by the United States Navy.
850-458-7836
nationalflightacademy.com
In 1993, the Foundation began to focus on youth education programs including a
Distinguished Lecturer Series, Kids Day in Space, Kids Day in Antarctica, Kids Day
with the Blue Angels, and special teacher education programs. In 1996, the Foundation implemented its
Flight to Excellence program, where as of 2010, more than 600 schools and 350,000 children have participated.
In 1999, the Foundation created the Flight Adventure Deck, a 38-station interactive exhibit on aviation,
which addresses the scientific and mathematical principles of aerodynamics, propulsion and meteorology.
The National Flight Academy is designed to address the serious concerns of declining science, technology,
engineering and math skills and standards in the nation. The Academy’s mission is to inspire students who
subsequently return to their parent schools and seek out the more challenging courses in science, technology, engineering, and math.
Disciplines include aerodynamics, propulsion, navigation, communications, flight physiology and meteorology, along with core values, teamwork, and leadership skills development. In addition to the in-residence
program, the NFA will offer a web-based Distance Learning Program for both students and teachers.
Flight Academy

Emerald Coast Science Center - Fort Walton Beach, Fla.

The science center, which opened its doors
in 1989 is designed to inspire exploration, dis31 Memorial Pkw, Fort
covery, and interest in science through interWalton Beach, Fla.
active exhibits and educational programs. It
32548
was originally the Families of Okaloosa
Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm
County Understanding Science Center.
Sun, noon-4pm
Initially the FOCUS Center was a volunteer
Adults: $9
run organization with exhibits made by local
Seniors: $8
businesses and volunteers with an emphasis
Kids: $7
on hands-on learning. It was open to the pubLocal/military discounts
lic on the weekends and was a field trip desti850-664-1261
nation for Okaloosa County students during
ecscience.org
the week. But it grew in popularity.
In 1992 it was incorporated as a not-for-profit. In 2001 the FOCUS Center changed its name to the Emerald Coast Science
Center to better promote the museum as a regional science museum for Northwest Florida. It expanded its
operating hours to seven days per week and
Center review
Excellent: 25
purchased professionally designed exhibits.
Very good: 35
It also began offering more on-site proAverage: 21
grams including scouting workshops, weekPoor: 10
end discovery programs, after-school proTerrible: 5
grams and evening programs as well as
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
teacher professional development classes.

Science Center
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Air Force Armament Museum - Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.

Adjacent to Eglin Air Force Base, the Air
Force Armament Museum is the only facil100 Museum Dr., Eglin Air
ity in the United States dedicated to the disForce Base, Fla. 32542
play of Air Force armament. Founded in
Mon-Sat, 9:30am-4:30pm 1975, it was originally located in a conAdmission free
verted gymnasium at Eglin and opened at
its current location in 1985.
850-882-4062
The museum lets visitors see the aviation
afarmamentmuseum.com
warfare armament from the early days of
World War I through to today’s high-tech planes and bombs.
Visitors can see 29 historical Air Force planes, from a World
War II B-17 to an F-4 Phantom, along with a variety of bombs,
missiles and rockets, including the state-of-the-art air-to-air AMRAAM and GBU-28 bunker buster. Also on display is the GBU43 MOAB, or Massive Ordnance Air Blast bomb, the world’s
largest conventional explosive weapon.
Driving onto the grounds of the museum, visitors see an array
of outside aircraft displays, including the fastest plane ever built,
the SR-71 Blackbird. It’s flanked by planes from World War II,
Korean, Vietnam and Gulf War eras.
Inside the museum are four aircraft as well
Museum review
as interactive displays. A gun vault displays a
Excellent: 551
variety of weapons ranging from a 1903
Very good: 177
Springfield rifle to the GAU-8, capable of
Average: 17
shooting 6,000 rounds per minute. Featured here is the Sikes Antique Pistol Collection,
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
with over 180 handguns, including flintlocks, six-shooters, Civil War pistols and more.

Armament Museum

Gulfarium Marine Adventure Park - Fort Walton Beach, Fla.

Gulfarium Marine Adventure Park in Fort Walton Beach is dedicated to educating, entertaining, and inspiring guests to respect and preserve wildlife by providing memorable
1010 Miracle Strip
experiences for all ages.
Parkway, Fort Walton
Gulfarium Marine Adventure Park has hosted millions since its inception in 1955.
Beach, Fla. 32548
In 2015 the Gulfarium celebrated its 60th anniversary as one of the world’s oldest maDaily, 9:30am-5:30pm rine animal parks. It notes that it was the first marine park to perform underwater shows
Sun, noon-4pm
on SCUBA gear, rather than the traditional full-helmet dive gear of the era. It also was
Adults (13-61): $21.95 the first to record a dolphin jumping to a height of 21 feet.
Gulfarium review
Seniors: $20.95
It was also the first to successfully raise a stranded baby bottlenose
Excellent: 311
Children (3-12): $13.95
dolphin.
Very good: 236
Military discounts
The main dolphin habitat was built with battleship steel originally
Average: 134
from Mississippi.
Poor: 51
850-243-9046
There are dolphin and sea lion shows and exhibits. The park also
Terrible: 25
gulfarium.com
offers several animal encounters to get up-close with marine life. The
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
two dolphin encounters, Discover Dolphins and Dolphin Splash Encounter provide the
opportunity to touch, feed, play and give behaviors signals to the dolphins. There are also other encounters,
including those with stingrays, alligators, turtles, penguins, seals and sea lions and a reptile safari.
Gulfarium
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Science and Discovery Center of Northwest Florida - Panama City, Fla.

A children's museum with exhibits that
include interactive science and natural history displays, play areas for young children,
live reptiles and a nature trail.
The center also features and on-site preschool.
The idea for the museum began in 1967
as a children's museum, with leadership by
the Junior Women’s Club and the Women's
Club of Panama City. Temporary displays
began in 1969.
The Junior Museum of Bay County
opened in 1981. The current building
opened in 2010, and the museum's name
was changed to the Science and Discovery
Center of Northwest Florida in 2011.

Discovery Center
308 Airport Rd., Panama City,
Fla. 32405
Tue-Sat, 10am-5pm
Adults: $7
Seniors/Children/Military: $6
850-769-6128
scienceanddiscoverycenter.org

Discovery review
Excellent: 5
Very good: 5
Average: 4
Poor: 4
Terrible: 1
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16

Challenger Learning Center - Tallahassee, Fla.

The Challenger Learning Center of Tallahassee is a 32,000 square-foot facility in downtown Challenger
200 South Duval St.,
Tallahassee. It’s a K-12 outreach facility of the
Tallahassee, Fla. 32301
Florida A&M University and Florida State Uni850-645-7827
versity College of Engineering and strives to
challengertlh.com
foster long-term interest in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics.
It’s designed to create a positive learning exChallenger review
periences and motivate students to pursue higher Excellent: 12
Very good: 5
education and careers in these fields.
Average: 2
The Challenger Learning Center features a
Poor: 0
state-of-the-art space mission simulator and utilTerrible: 2
izes an IMAX 3D theater, the downtown Digital
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
Dome Theatre & Planetarium, and hands-on or
demonstrational science techniques and equipment.
The Challenger Learning Center of Tallahassee is part of the Challenger Center for Space Science Education international network.
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Seashore brings you back to nature
It was a bit of good fortune for
future generations that a former
newspaper editor pushed for the
protection of one of the great
natural treasures...

T

here are several famous well-traveled
routes in the vast reaches of the United
States that beckon tourists and locals
alike, no matter the time of year.
On the West Coast, U.S. 101 stretches up the California coastline and gives breathtaking views of the
landscape at every turn. In the middle of the country
Route 66 covers 2,448 miles and stretches between
Illinois and California. The Appalachian Trail thrills
hikers who traverse its approximate 2,220 miles or
portions thereof between Georgia and Maine.
And then there’s Gulf Islands National Seashore.
It offers 160 miles of peace and solitude or activities ranging from hiking to swimming to sunbathing.
There really is no specific place
to start or stop as it’s a place
where you can pull your vehicle
over anywhere allowed, get out
and hit the beach. Or the nature
trails. Or the bike paths, or, well,
you get it.
The seashore is chock full of
Cindy West
historic resources, recreation opportunities and nature preserves as it stretches along
the Gulf of Mexico from Fort Walton Beach in Okaloosa County, Fla., to Cat Island, Miss, in the west.
Mainland areas and part of seven islands compose
the scenic wonders of the seashore.
Snow white quartz sand, which at times can almost
be blinding if the sun hits it just right, provides just
the right enticement to spread a blanket and sit a

Gulf Coast Reporters League photo

Trails at the seashore lead to beaches, some on the sound.

spell and take in the emerald waters of the Gulf of
Mexico.
And the sand really is pure quartz crystals that
have made their way South via rivers and streams as
the result of thousands of years of erosion from the
Appalachian Mountains followed by nature moving
them to the Florida Panhandle shoreline.
The northwest Florida portion of the seashore is
home to military forts, nature trails and is accessible
by vehicles. Once visitors get into Mississippi,
they’ll have the same options to choose for visiting,
but will find the Davis Bayou area is the only portion that is vehicle accessible. A boat will be needed
to visit the islands of East and West ships, Petit Bois,
Cat, and Horn.
Campgrounds and picnic areas are abundant within
the seashore, and visitors must pay small fees to visit
some state parks and campgrounds. Campers can
spend leisurely time at Fort Pickens campground in
Florida or the Davis Bayou campground in Mississippi.
The seashore, which came under federal protection
in 1971, includes areas for biking, hiking, swim-

Page 38: Dunes anchored by sea oats are all along the Gulf Islands National Seashore.
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ming, wildlife viewing, camping, fishing, kayaking,
sun tanning, and boating.
Beach goers may consider themselves lost in tiny
slices of heaven as they enjoy solitude as they lay
claim to specific patches of beach for a few hours,
but they are never truly alone. Marine life, birds, dolphins, sea turtles, alligators, and even sharks are oftentimes seen along the seashore.
Even history buffs will find themselves lost in time
if they prefer to stay away from sun tanning and explore forts. For example, Fort Barrancas sits on a hill
at Pensacola NAS and was used by Spanish and U.S.
Navy forces.
Fort McRee at Perdido Key was built in 1834 as a
means of protecting the entrance to Pensacola Bay.
Unfortunately, numerous storms and erosion have
buried it beneath the water. On the upside this offers
an opportunity for snorkelers to take underwater
tours.
Not only history buffs, but most likely children and
the young-at-heart will enjoy visiting Fort Pickens on
Santa Rosa Island where they can see remnants of the
fort in addition to gun turrets.
National Park Service personnel staff four visitor
centers located within the seaSeashore review
shore: Three in Florida and one in
Florida District
Mississippi. The visitor centers in
Excellent: 636
Florida can be found at Naval
Very good: 81
Live Oaks Reservation near Gulf
Average: 8
Breeze, Fort Pickens on PensaPoor: 1
cola Beach and Fort Barrancas
Terrible: 3
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16 aboard the Pensacola Naval Air
Station, and in the William M.
Colmer Visitor Center in Ocean Springs, MS.
Visitor centers offer not only pamphlets on things
to do but also the National Park Service personnel
occasionally present special programs such as candlelight tours of Fort Pickens on Pensacola Beach
where the Apache Indian warrior Geronimo was held
captive for a period of time.
Even shell collectors can find themselves in heaven
as they walk along the water’s edge and search for
treasures such as Conch, Shark Eyes, Whelks, Scallops, and Sand Dollars.
Some areas of the seashore are open around-theclock. Others are hour specific. For example, the

Gulf Coast Reporters League photo

Waters of the sound are calmer than the Gulf.

Davis Bayou Area south of U.S. Highway 90 near
Ocean Springs, MS, is open daily from 8 a.m. until
sunset. The same holds true for the Naval Live Oaks,
and Okaloosa Area on the far eastern end of Santa
Rosa Island including Opal Beach, which is a barrier
island with a natural habitat for birds, small animals
and nesting sea turtles.
Fort Pickens, on the western end of Santa Rosa Island, and Perdido Key, southwest of Pensacola, are
open daily from 5 a.m. until 10 p.m.

Seashore’s ‘father’
The seashore exists thanks in large part to the efforts
of the late Earle Bowden, who was editor emeritus of
the Pensacola News Journal when he died Feb. 15,
2015. He was 86.
Bowden was editor of the News Journal when he
began campaigning in 1965 to establish the seashore.
His efforts reached fruition on Jan. 8, 1971, when
President Richard Nixon signed the seashore into law.
In recognition of his work, Bowden, oftentimes referred to as the "Father of Gulf Islands National Seashore," was made an Honorary Park Ranger.
State Road 399, which connects eastern Pensacola
Beach to Navarre Beach, was named J. Earle Bowden
Way in 1998.
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Gulf Coast Reporters League photo

A recent TripAdvisor review said “This is a wonderful drive along the Gulf Coast to see the beaches and water at its best!”

Fort Barrancas hours are daily from 8:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m. The main attractions in this area aboard the
Pensacola Naval Air Station are the Advanced Redoubt and Fort Barrancas.
The barrier islands in Mississippi are open aroundthe-clock and are located approximately 10 miles off
the Mississippi coast. But the boat rides to reach
these islands are well worth the effort to view dramatic scenery and even enjoy primitive camping.
West Ship Island is the only part of the seashore in
Mississippi that doesn’t permit camping and is open
daily, 7 a.m. until sunset.
The only entrance fees are charged at Fort Pickens
on Pensacola Beach as well as Johnson Beach on
Perdido Key. To learn about current fees and addi-

tional information, visit the seashore’s website
https://www.nps.gov/guis/index.htm
Campground reservations can be made at 1-877444-6777 or by visiting www.recreation.gov.
If you left behind your sunscreen and bathing suit,
hiking boots, bicycle, or binoculars, you might want to remember Seashore review
to bring them the next time you
Mississippi District
Excellent: 89
visit the seashore. There is truly
Very good: 50
something to do for everyone…
Average: 14
even if it’s lying on the beach at
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
night and watching the stars.
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Live oak at Battery Langdon, a former gun placement just east of Fort Pickens.

Gulf Coast Reporters League photo

The short-lived reign of live oaks
GULF BREEZE, Fla.

W

ithin the Gulf Islands National Seashore
is the 1,300-acre Naval Live Oaks Reservation near Gulf Breeze, the first and only
federal tree farm, according to the National Park Service.
It was originally set aside by the federal government to ensure the supply of timbers for shipbuilding
for the young nation. But today it serves as a pristine
retreat filled with hiking trails, picnic areas and
beaches. And just east of Gulf Breeze, there’s a welcome center that tells the story of the trees.

The live oak is olive-green with an elliptical shape.
Its leathery trunk and crooked branches are dark reddish brown and can grow 40 to 50 feet tall. It’s often
covered with Spanish moss. They range from southeastern Virginia to Texas, and dominate edges of salt
marshes and other well-drained coastal areas. The
heaviest of oaks, a cubic foot may weigh 75 pounds.
Their resistance to disease and decay made them
ideal for shipbuilding. The U.S. Navy, American
merchants and several foreign nations selected live
oak for their best ships, despite costing far more than
white oak or cedar. Its use lengthens a ship’s life.
The use of live oak in shipbuilding goes back to
the 1700s. Famous live oak vessels include the 1776-
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built USS Hancock, an American privateer, and the
USS Constitution and USS Constellation, both built
in 1797.
The most legendary of these live oak vessels is the
Constitution, a 44-gun, three-masted heavy frigate,
one of six original frigates authorized for construction by the Naval Act of 1794. Designed as capital
ships for the young Navy, they were larger than
most frigates of the day.
The Constitution earned the nickname “Old Ironsides” during the War of 1812 because of the way
enemy fire bounced off its hull. The ship and crew
captured numerous merchant ships and defeated five
British warships: HMS Guerriere, Java, Pictour,
Cyane and Levant.
During the early 1800s, government timber surveys raised alarms. Untold quantities of live oak had
been stolen from federal lands and smuggled over-

seas, while planters had cleared vast forests to grow
cotton.
To safeguard its dwindling live oak supply, President John Quincy Adams expanded the naval timber
reserve system and started the country’s first tree
farm. This “experiment worthy of an inspired nation” operated intermittently from 1828 to the eve of
the Civil War in 1861.
It was the first and only federal tree farm and began operations Jan. 18, 1829, according to the National Park Service. It was added to the National
Register of Historic Places on Sept. 28, 1998. It is
owned by the Department of the Interior.
Even before it became a federal tree farm, live oak
timbers from Gulf Breeze in 1926 were used in the
restoration of the Constitution, which is today still a
part of the Navy and a National Monument.
- researched by GCRL
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Blackwater review
Excellent: 32
Very good: 23
Average: 3
Terrible: 2
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16

Santa Rosa Tourism photo

Canoeing and kayaking is popular at Blackwater River State Park because of the sand-bottom, clear and cool water.

Canoeing capital of Florida
MILTON, Fla.

W

hile the seashore is a popular draw for
residents and tourists alike, there are a lot
of people who prefer water activities associated with rivers and creeks, and for many that
means a trip to a state forest or park.
Blackwater River State Forest is one of the largest
state forests in Florida and is named for the river that
begins in Alabama and meanders some 30 miles
southward through the forest and Milton, then into
Blackwater Bay.
Within the forest is the 600-acre Blackwater River
State Park, about 15 miles northeast of Milton, near
the small town of Harold.

The forest, with a topography best described as
rolling, is known for its longleaf pine/wiregrass ecosystem. When combined with the Conecuh National
Forest to the north and Eglin Air Force Base to the
south, it’s the largest contiguous ecological community of this type in the world.
Longleaf pines once covered over 60 million acres
in the Southeast coastal plain area, according to the
park service. But today less than five percent of that
remains, so this area is a real treasure.
Blackwater River State Forest has trails that are
designed for experienced hikers, as well as those for
beginners. There are also trails for folks who would
rather use a bike, including paved surfaces, like the
Blackwater Heritage Trail, an 8.5-mile paved trail
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Coldwater Creek and Sweetwater Creek.
Blackwater River, with an average flow rate of 2
to 3 mph and average depth of 2.5 feet, is one of the
few shifting sand bottom streams that remains in its
natural state for nearly its entire length of the river.
It’s popular place for canoeing, kayaking and tubing.
Coldwater Creek, which eventually meets up with
the Blackwater River, is spring-fed and is cold, clear
and shallow, with a swift current. That makes paddling upstream a rigorous workout, while the downstream trek is fast-paced.
Santa Rosa Tourism photo
Although there are some private homes and docks,
the area is generally rural. The river flows past pine
that winds through Milton and ends at Naval Air
Station Whiting Field. The trail can be used for eve- and hardwood forest, hammock, sandhill and scrub.
Wildlife include deer, woodpeckers and other birds.
rything from biking to horseback riding.
Along the way there are sand bars for picnicking or
The river and streams are likely the big draw. In
camping.
addition to the Blackwater River, multiple streams
flow through the forest, including Juniper Creek,
- researched by GCRL

Wakulla Springs, nature and history
WAKULLA SPRINGS, Fla.

O

nce you’ve taken the time to visit Wakulla
Springs, you might find yourself wanting
to return for another look at this throwback to old Florida - and to ponder the vast underground cavern system below your feet.
Edward Ball Wakulla Springs State Park is a
6,000-acre wildlife sanctuary 14 miles south of Tallahassee. Listed on the National Register of Historic
Places and a National Natural Landmark, it has
three nature trail systems and wildlife that includes
deer, turkey, alligators, bass, gar, snakes and, during
winter months, manatees.
Park activities include birding, boat tours, cabins,
hiking, horse trails, picnicking areas, snorkeling,
swimming and wildlife viewing.
The lodge itself is a throwback to earlier days.
Built in 1937 by financier Edward Ball, it is open
year-round and has more than two dozen rooms none has a television - and is open year-round.
Wakulla Springs is the world’s largest and deepest
freshwater springs with a constant temperature of 69

degrees. It’s one
outflow of a large
system of submerged caverns created by water flows
in the Floridian Aquifer. Wakulla Cave
itself is part of the
longest and deepest
known freshwater underground cave system on
earth. Twelve miles of the conduits that feed Wakulla Springs have been surveyed.
If the water is clear enough - something that is less
frequent than in the past - you can take a glassbottom boat go over the opening of the spring, 180
feet down, that connects with the underwater tunnels. The average flow rate at Wakulla Springs is
about 400,000 gallons per minute, and eventually
becomes the Wakulla River, which empties into the
Gulf of Mexico.
Paleo-Indians camped at the spring 12,000 years
ago, where they hunted mastodons, bison and other
ancient animals. Scientists became interested in the
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Wakulla review
Excellent: 357
Very good: 97
Average: 12
Poor: 8
Terrible: 1
-TripAdvisor 7/3/16

Wakulla Springs photo by Christine Bloor

One reviewer said in late June: “The water is so clear and the river is beautiful. Really recommend this visit.”

spring in the 1850s, with the discovery of mastodon
bones on the bottom of the spring. A full set of
bones is on display in Tallahassee.
The bottom of the spring bowl contains the bones
of mastodons, giant sloths, giant armadillos and
camels. More than 50 archaeological sites have been
identified in the park. Excavation of part of the Wakulla Springs Lodge site found successive strata of
artifacts from 20th century, Seminole, Fort Walton
culture, Weeden Island culture, Norwood culture,
Archaic and Paleo-Indian occupations.
In recent months at another under water site at a
Florida river, a new find adds another layer to the
story about prehistoric Northwest Florida.
Stone tools and mastodon bones found in the bottom of the Aucilla River point to humans living in
the region 14,550 years ago, that’s more than 1,500

years earlier than previously believed. It was first
reported by the journal Science Advances.
The find was at the Page-Ladson prehistory site, a
deep sink hole 30 feet under water in the bed of the
river in the Big Bend region.
Researchers found butchered bones of extinct animals, indicating the early hunters scavenged a mastodon carcass at the edge of what was once a small
pond and is now under water.
Until now, researchers believed the Clovis people
were among the first inhabitants of America about
13,000 years ago. This is the first pre-Clovis site,
showing people were living in the Gulf Coast area
much earlier than believed.
And what more might be found at Wakulla?
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Regional
Airports tourism groups

What have readers said
about our magazine?
“Fantastic job on the new venture. I have
been looking for something like this for
years!” - Stephen

“A notable and remarkable effort and I
send hearty congratulations.” - Larry

“...you provide great information about
the types of businesses and industry we
should be preparing our graduates to
succeed in.” - Kathy

“Well written and edited and it offers
information that anyone who lives in
the region - and might be interested in
moving to the region - would want to
know.” - Ray

Join us as a subscriber - it’s free - or an advertiser. To find out
more, visit us at www.gulfcoastreportersleague.com,
or call 850-261-6777.
For printed copies of (at cost plus shipping) go to Lulu.com and
search for “Gulf Coast Reporters’ League Business Quarterly.”
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Public gardens that make you want to see more
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Picturesque public gardens
and homes provide dreamy
retreats from the hustle and
bustle of everyday life along the
Gulf Coast...
THEODORE, Ala.

I

t’s hard to believe this started out as a fishing
camp.
Bellingrath Gardens and Home sits on the
Fowl River in southeast Mobile County. Well
off the beaten path, finding Bellingrath requires some
faith that another sign will pop up along the two-lane
roads just about the time one begins to worry about a
possible wrong turn.
The trip ends not at a fishing camp, but at a Southern estate with one of the finest gardens in the Gulf
Coast region.
If an avid gardener had enough space to plant anything and everything he or she might ever want, the
result might look something like Bellingrath. Across
65 acres are roses, begonias, sunpatiens, hydrangea,
hibiscus, shell ginger, copper, caladium and various
tropical plants mixed in for experimental purposes.
And that’s just the month of June.
There are so many different flowers and plants, a
monthly guide is published about
what is peaking. Special events
both large and small abound,
some of which are for children.
It’s best to keep checking the
website, www.bellingrath.org, if
planning a trip.
Permit us an aside: Local resiJane Nicholes
dents of Mobile and Baldwin
counties should note that they get free admission to
the gardens on Founder’s Day, Aug. 6, Walter Bellingrath’s 147th birthday.
That said, whether you’re a local or from out of
town, to get a full appreciation of Bellingrath Gardens requires more than one visit.

Photo courtesy Bellingrath

To catch all the beauty may take more than one visit.

In season, azaleas and camellias are spectacular. In
November, Bellingrath puts on “Cascading Chrysanthemums,” the nation’s largest outdoor display of
mums. And Christmas brings Magic Christmas in
Lights, a Mobile area tradition using 3 million lights
in 15 scenes.
The Bellingrath Home, completed in 1936, measures 10,500 square feet and contains not only the
original furniture but nine different sets of china, the
family silver and multiple long shelves of crystal. It’s
a tour all on its own.
Walter D. Bellingrath began the first Coca-Cola
bottling franchise in the Mobile area back in 1903.
That explains why Coca-Cola memorabilia and
awards presented to Bellingrath are displayed in the
home. Walter married Bessie Mae Morse in 1906,
and their home in Mobile became known for its
elaborate garden.

Page 48: Bellingrath Home marks 80 years since the first family meal was served July 4, 1936.
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Photo courtesy Bellingrath

One reviewer in June called Bellingrath “one of the best planned botanical areas anywhere.” This is the Great Lawn.

In 1917, Walter’s physician told him he needed to
relax and he should buy the 900-acre property on
Fowl River he had been considering. A modest
building served as headquarters for a fishing camp
known as Belle Camp.
Over time, it evolved into an estate with the house
and additional living quarters for family and their
children. And flowers from their Mobile home were
transplanted into what would become the gardens.
Then in 1927 the couple hired architect George
Rogers to work on the house and the garden design,
although there were some significant disagreements
over the years. The gardens opened to the public in
1932.
Bellingrath review
Bessie Bellingrath died in 1943;
Excellent: 334
Walter in 1955. In 1949, a foundaVery good: 102
tion was created by Walter BellinAverage: 21
grath to maintain the property as a
Poor: 1
memorial to Bessie.
Terrible: 1
-TripAdvisor 7/3/16 Because Walter Bellingrath grew
tired of explaining the development of the estate, he had its history engraved on a

large three-sided monolith that sits in the gardens. It
was also Walter who designed the layout of the Rose
Garden in the shape of his Rotary Club emblem.
Adaptive reuse has been a recurring theme since at
least the 1930s. The Bellingrath Home incorporated
brick from the demolished Mobile birthplace of Alva
Smith Vanderbilt Belmont and iron galleries from
Mobile’s Southern Hotel, which
also had been demolished. In 1967, Bellingrath
the garage was enclosed to house
12401 Bellingrath
the Delchamps Collection of
Gardens Rd.,
Theodore, Ala. 36582
Boehm Porcelain. More recently,
the iron fountain that once stood in Daily, 8am-5pm
Bel Air Mall was donated to the
estate to become the centerpiece of Garden & Home
Adults: $21
the Rose Garden.
Children (5-12): $13
“I never met a fountain I didn’t
Gardens only
like,” said executive director Bill
Adults: $13
Barrick, while leading a group on a Children (5-12): $7.50
garden walk June 1. The guided
251-973-2217
tour is the kickoff of a summer se800-247-8420
ries of educational events, and
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enough people have shown up to require three tour
guides.
The fountain, built by Robinson Iron Corp. in
Alexander City, Ala., was donated to accommodate
an expansion/renovation of Bel Air Mall in Mobile.
Today, it’s being repainted and refinished as part of
an ongoing restoration of the Rose Garden.
Most people on the tour with Barrick clearly know
their gardens, so he goes into detail. Some 2,000
roses are doing better this year than in recent seasons
because soil testing revealed a need for more phosphorous. An irrigation system has also proven to be a
major improvement.
“When I first came in this garden was handwatered. It took a guy two days to water the whole
garden,” Barrick said.
He also explains the increasing use of tropical
plants and hybrids in the summer. The tropicals are
scattered throughout the gardens to determine how
much sun and shade are required. They’ll be monitored to see how long they last into cooler weather
and whether some can survive over the winter.
Trees are also abundant, but Barrick said between
80 and 90 percent of them were planted after Hurricane Frederic severely damaged the estate in 1979.
The gardens were closed until March 1981 to be
cleaned up and replanted.
Other highlights include Mirror Lake, the Great
Lawn, the Asian-American Garden and the terraces
outside the Bellingrath Home.
Inside, Tom McGehee, museum director of the
Bellingrath Home, seemingly knows the origin of
every piece of antique furniture, knickknack and
kitchen appliance. It was renovated in 1941, but it
looks as if it would be functional today.
He (and Barrick) blog regularly on the Bellingrath
website, so history buffs can learn, for example, how
the couple brought electric lights to the home five
years before Alabama Power extended service to
what was then a rural part of Mobile County.
Bellingrath combines the past with the present, the
antiques with the Christmas lights, like the hybrid
flowers that grace its gardens. In a part of the country
with a near-tropical climate ideal for elaborate gardens, Bellingrath stands apart.

Mobile Botanical Gardens

North of Bellingrath, past Interstate 10 and west of
Interstate 65, not far from the University of South
Alabama, you’ll find Mobile Botanical Gardens,
which characterizes itself as a living classroom.
Sitting on 100 acres adjacent to Langan Park, MBG
offers garden areas devoted to azaleas, camellias,
hydrangeas, crepe myrtles and roses. A longleaf pine
forest reflects what the regional
Botanical Gardens
landscape used to be like before
5151 Museum Dr.,
settlement and development.
Mobile, Ala. 36608
A paved garden area offers acWed-Sun, 9am-4pm
cess for people in wheelchairs or
those needing level ground. The
Adults: $5
gardens, events and classes are inChildren (12 and
under): free
tended to showcase and educate
visitors about flowers and plants
251-342-0555
native to the Gulf Coast.
Check www.mobilebotanicalgardens.org for the
current schedule of classes that include sketching and
drawing. Admission is a nominal $5 and class fees
are reasonable.
New this year is the Aromi Hybrid Azalea Garden,
named for the late Eugene Aromi, a University of
South Alabama education professor who cultivated
more than 1,000 crosses over 40 years. Maarten van
der Giessen, of van der Giessen Nursery in Semmes,
inherited most of the plants and chose to donate them
for public viewing.
Although MBG usually has plants on sale, it’s famous for its spring and fall multi-day plant sales that
feature locally grown native trees, shrubs and flowers. The sales are staffed by master gardeners who offer advice on Botanical review
Excellent: 31
selecting, planting and tending to
Very good: 18
new purchases.
Average: 11
Renovations have also begun
Poor: 7
this year with $150,000 from the
Terrible: 3
city of Mobile’s capital improve-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
ment fund. Work is being done on
parking, drainage, fencing, a pedestrian walkway,
sidewalks, and electrical and lighting upgrades.
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Photo courtesy of Longue Vue House and Gardens

The house at Longue Vue was specially built with four different facades, each with a garden of its own.

Building a home to fit the gardens

W

hen the owners of Longue Vue house decided to create gardens outside, they decided the home that was originally built
wasn’t quite good enough to take advantage of the
garden arrangements. So they built a new one.
A key to the creation of Longue Vue was the owners’ desire to create four separate gardens, each
linked to the four different facades of the house.
Longue Vue House and Gardens is a historic house
museum and elaborate gardens located in the Lakewood neighborhood of New Orleans.
The original house and gardens dates to 1924, but
the first home was moved from the spot and replaced
by another home beginning in 1939. The four sides

of the house have different appearLongue Vue
ances, and on each of the four
7 Bamboo Rd., New
sides there’s a different garden.
Orleans, La. 70124
The three-story home has 20
Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm
rooms and original furnishings,
Sun, 1-5pm
English and American antiques. It
Adults: $12
also has a basement, highly unusual for New Orleans, where most Seniors: $10
Students (11+): $8
of the city is below sea level. But
Children (3-10): $5
Longue Vue isn’t common.
It was added to the National Reg- 504-488-5488
ister of Historic Places in 1991,
and in 2005 it was declared a National Historic
Landmark. The first listing indicates it’s a site wor-
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koi. But a more natural look is
available through walking the na- Eden review
Excellent: 75
ture trails.
Very good: 48
It was once the home of the
Average: 4
William Henry Wesley family,
Poor: 1
who built his home near a mill,
-TripAdvisor 7/2/16
the Wesley Lumber Co. The mill
operated from 1890 until after World War I. The
company had a sawmill, planner mill and dry kiln
with dock for loading barges in Tucker Bayou.
The family lived in the home until 1953, when
wife Katie Strickland Wesley died. The house was
sold along with 10.5 acres.
In 1963 Lois Maxon bought it, converting the
house into a showplace for her family antiques and
heirlooms, and developing the grounds as ornamenEden Gardens State Park
The drive east along U.S. 98 crosses through Point tal gardens. In 1968 she donated Eden Gardens to the
Washington State Forest, between Choctawhatchee state of Florida. - researched by GCRL
Bay and the Gulf of Mexico. It’s striking in that
there’s not much development in this area of Northwest Florida.
Eden Gardens State Park is north of 98, just south
of Choctawhatchee Bay and between Panama City
and Destin. The state park is some 163 acres that was
part of the historic Wesley homestead. The focal
point is the Wesley House, a twoEden Gardens
story mansion with white columns
181 Eden Gardens
and wrap around porch.
Road, Santa Rosa
In a setting of moss-draped live
Beach, Fla. 32459
oaks, the 1897 mansion recalls an
Daily, 8am-sunset
era before the virgin forests of
$4 per vehicle
longleaf pine and cypress were
$2 pedestrian
exhausted in this region. In 1963,
House tours
Lois Maxon bought and renovated
10am-3pm, hourly
the home, creating a showplace for
Adults: $4
her family heirlooms and antiques.
Children: $2
Visitors can take a guided tour of
850-267-8320
the Wesley House, meander
through the gardens, bring a picnic
or go fishing off the dock in Tucker Bayou.
The house is notable for its examples of late 18th
century French furniture. The site has gardens, live
oaks and frontage on Tucker Bayou.
The house has ornamental gardens with heritage
roses, camellias, azaleas and a butterfly garden.
There’s also a reflection pond with water lilies and
thy of preservation, and the second indicates it has a value illusExcellent: 60
trating the heritage of the United
Very good: 42
States. Founded by philanthroAverage: 7
pists Edith and Edgar Stern, the
Poor: 2
Terrible: 2
home features eight acres of gar-TripAdvisor 7/2/16 dens, including a collection of
Louisiana irises and interactive
Discovery Garden for children.
The Sterns worked with landscape architect Ellen
Biddle Shipman and architects William and Geoffrey
Platt on the vision. It took three years to build. Shipman began designing the gardens in 1935 and continued until her death in 1950.

Longue Vue review
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Betting on a good time
The arrival of casinos changed
the future of the Mississippi
coast, and operators are making
a push to ensure they offer more
than gaming to bring ’em in...
BILOXI, Miss.

W

ith so much to see and do along the
Gulf Coast, there’s one activity that
for years didn’t exist as an option for
visitors: going to a casino.
That changed Aug. 1, 1992, when the Isle of Capri
casino was the first to open on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast. Nearly 25 years later, the coast has more than
13,000 slot machines and more than 500 table games
and draws people from all over the country.
Drive down Beach Boulevard in
Harrison County, the middle one
of the three counties that line the
Mississippi coast, and you’ll see
casinos dotted along the Biloxi
strip in between stretches of white
sand and sea grass.
Biloxi has the most casinos with Melissa Scallan
eight, and Gulfport has one. Officials with both cities, though, recently announced
plans for an additional casino. D’Iberville, a small
city north of Biloxi, has the newest casino, the Scarlett Pearl, which opened in December. Hancock
County, on the Louisiana border, has two casinos.
All the casinos are a short drive from neighbors
Louisiana and Alabama, but locals are used to seeing
license plates from all over the country, including
New York, Arizona, Missouri and California.
Many residents on the Coast whose families have
been here for generations will tell you that casinos
saved the economy here. The area was devastated

after Hurricane
Camille in 1969, and
gaming is what finally
helped the Coast recover.
The Mississippi Legislature legalized
dockside gambling in 1990, less than two years before the first casino opened. Most of them floated on
barges since the law required that they be on the water. Coast cities and counties saw an increase in tourism and tax dollars for about 13 years.
In addition to the casinos, the Mississippi coast
also became a prime area for the development of
multi-story condominiums from developers who saw
South Mississippi as a new frontier.
Then, Hurricane Katrina roared ashore on Aug. 29,
2005 and everything changed.
The massive, Category 3 storm brought with it
winds of nearly 150 mph and, in some places, a 38foot storm surge. Several casinos were pushed hundreds of yards onshore by the massive waves.
Hancock County took the brunt of the storm, and
in Harrison County about 90 percent of the buildings
on the shore in Biloxi and Gulfport were destroyed.
Many wondered when the casinos would reopen,
or even if they would return.
Then-Gov. Haley Barbour called a special session
within a month of Katrina’s landfall, and legislators
passed a law allowing casinos to operate within 800
feet of water.
Most of the casinos on the waterfront had hotels on
the north side of Beach Boulevard, and the new law
allowed owners to move operations and open gaming tables and slot machines there.
The reopening didn’t happen overnight, but the
Mississippi Coast has seen a slow but steady increase in revenue and jobs from gaming.
There are 28 casinos in the state with a $4.4 billion
impact in 2015 through sales, property taxes and indirect business. The state received $945 million in
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Larry Gregory, MGHA executive director in the
group’s 2016 Annual Report. “In other words, we
need to look at what we are doing to attract them,
what will interest them while they are here and what
we can do to keep them longer. We have to increase
the scope of the visitor’s experience.”
Hancock County, for example, has two casinos
that offer visitors access to a golf course and an RV
park. Those who visit them can experience the gaming, but also some of the beauty of the county. Hollywood Casino is located on 600 acres of waterfront.
The Silver Slipper is on the banks of Bayou Caddy,
one of the most beautiful areas of marsh along the
Mississippi Gulf Coast.
Island View
Tourists visiting the Silver Slipper in Janu3300 W. Beach Blvd.
ary watched oyster fishermen relocate thouGulfport, MS 39501
sands of sacks of oysters from a nearby reef,
228-314-2100 or 1-877-774-8439
which was in danger of freshwater intrusion
Palace Casino Resort
from the opening of the Bonnet Carre Spill158 Howard Ave.
way in Louisiana.
Biloxi, MS 39530
Patrons of the Beau Rivage in Biloxi can
228-432-8888 or 1-800-725-2239
see Deer Island from the casino, which is
Scarlett Pearl Casino Resort
one of Mississippi’s coastal preserves. Ear9380 Central Ave.
lier this spring, Secretary of State Delbert
D’Iberville, MS 39540
Hosemann opened a 75-foot pier to the is228-392-1889 or 1-888-752-9772
land, which features walking and birding
trails, as well as beautiful beaches.
Silver Slipper
5000 S. Beach Blvd.
The Hard Rock in Biloxi was scheduled to
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520
open in September 2005, but when Katrina
228-469-2777 or 1-866-754-7737
hit, the casino, like most others, had to rebuild. Many of the music memorabilia that
Treasure Bay
the casino is famous for was lost, but owners
1980 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530
replaced it, and visitors can see instruments
228-385-6000
and costumes from the likes of music legends such as Elvis Presley and Johnny Cash.
The Hard Rock is one of only a handful of
casinos located on the beach. Others include
Beau Rivage, Treasure Bay, Harrah’s Gulf
Coast and Golden Nugget, all in Biloxi.
Southeast Louisiana’s casinos
Tourism officials agree that casinos are a big
are land-based Harrah’s New Ordraw for the Mississippi Coast, but they
leans, and the riverboats Boomalso want visitors to know that this area has
town Belle Casino in Harvey,
Treasure Chest Casino in Kenner,
much more to offer.

gaming-related tax revenues in 2015, according to
the Mississippi Gaming and Hospitality Association.
Cities, counties and schools also benefit from gaming. The Association said in its 2015 Annual Report
that casinos had an $85 million local impact. Casino
operators in Mississippi provide more than 18,000
direct jobs, about $1.5 billion in total labor income.
When the casinos first opened, the slot machines
and gaming tables were the main draw. Now, most
casinos offer their patrons other amenities, such as
golf, swimming, spas and restaurants.
“Our visitors are tourists, and we have to approach
our relationship with our visitors in that vein,” said

Gulf Coast Casinos
Beau Rivage
875 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530
228-386-7111 or 1-888-567-6667
Boomtown Casino
676 Bayview Ave.
Biloxi, MS 39530
228-435-7000 or 1-800-627-0777
Golden Nugget
151 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530
228-435-5400
Hard Rock Biloxi
777 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530
228-374-7625 or 1-877-877-6256
Harrah’s Gulf Coast
280 Beach Blvd.
Biloxi, MS 39530
228-436-2946 or 1-800-946-2946
Hollywood Casino Gulf Coast
711 Hollywood Blvd.
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520
228-467-9257 or 1-866-758-2591
IP Casino Resort and Spa
850 Bayview Ave.
Biloxi, MS 39530
228-436-3000 or 1-888-946-2847

and Amelia Belle Casino, which is
in Amelia.
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Indian gaming hits it big
The federal law allows tribes to operate
ith four major gaming sites in the State of social and traditional
Alabama, Poarch Creek Indian Gaming is gaming (Class I) without any outside reguraking in millions annually from eleclation. Class II gamtronic bingo machines nearly identical to the slot
ing includes games
machines you'd find in Biloxi or Las Vegas.
where players bet against each other like bingo or
Poarch Creeks have been cashing in for decades
with no real in-state competition because the Poarch poker. As long as such games are allowed anywhere
else in a state, tribes can operate them, too.
Creeks are the only federally recognized Native
Class III gaming includes games where players can
American tribe in the State of Alabama.
That's important because the distinction allows the wager against the “house” or casino - think blackjack, roulette, slot machines. Class III games can
tribe to operate as a sovereign nation, make use of
only happen after tribes enter into agreements or
tribal lands held in trust for the
“compacts” with the states where they operate. So
tribe by the federal government,
far, Alabama officials have refused to enter any such
and operate gaming. Tribes are
agreements.
closely regulated by the Bureau
That leaves Poarch Creeks with electronic bingo
of Indian Affairs, with their gammachines which replaced the tribe's old paper cards
ing rights affirmed by the courts
and markers in the early 1990s. Though the state has
despite multiple challenges.
repeatedly challenged the legality of the machines
According to federal records,
Connie Baggett
now running at resorts in Atmore, Wetumpka and
more than 500 tribes are currently
Montgomery, to date the tribe's right to operate the
recognized by the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Poarch Creeks secured that status in 1984 after pro- machines has been upheld by the courts. The tribe
also runs Mobile Greyhound Park where patrons can
viding proof that the community had operated as a
wager on dog races.
tribe for some 150 years.
The families had been allowed to remain on their
land during the Indian Removal due to agreements
made with the federal government to provide lodging, meals, guide services or other amenities for
travelers headed west through the territory. For decades, according to tribal members and historical accounts, the tribe suffered severe discrimination and
poverty.
Native American tribes first started gaming operations in the late 1970s with a United States Supreme
Court ruling affirming their right to hold gaming on
their lands in 1981. In 1987, the high court again affirmed their right as sovereign nations to operate
gaming, and in 1988 the Indian Gaming Regulatory
Act became law.

ATMORE, Ala.

W
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Wind Creek Casino & Hotel, Atmore

Courtesy Wind Creek Hospitality

The tribe’s Class II casinos are Wind Creek Casino
& Hotel, Atmore; Wind Creek Casino & Hotel, Wetumpka; and Wind Creek Casino & Hotel, Montgomery. All open 24 hours seven days a week.
The tribe also operates race tracks in Gretna, near
Tallahassee, and Pensacola.
Profits from gaming operations support medical
services, housing, education, senior services, public
safety and other services for 3,500 tribal members as
well as community members, according to the tribe.
The tribe and its gaming operations also generously support of dozens of charities throughout the
Southeast.
“It’s not just about us writing a check. This is
about joining with our guests and supporting causes
that matter to them. Our guests made this happen for
the charities and for us,” said Tim Ramer, tribal
member and General Manager for Wind Creek Casino & Hotel, Atmore.

Gaming facilities provide over 7,000 jobs directly
and indirectly in their service areas. About 90 percent of the employees at the casinos are non-tribal
members. Corporate records show that facilities operated by the tribe’s gaming operations, Wind Creek
Hospitality, attract about 146,000 tourists each year.
The tribe’s gaming operations and economic impact are expanding. Earlier this year, the tribe partnered with the Washoe tribe near Reno to open a casino there.
“Poarch Creek has been fortunate. Not too long
ago we were operating our casinos in modular and
cinder block buildings. Today we operate three of
the finest casino resorts in the southeast. Our casinos
have made us prosperous and are pleased to be able
to help other tribes,” said Arthur Mothershed, tribal
member and Vice President of Business Development for Wind Creek Hospitality.
■■■
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The region has the most haunted city in
the nation, but that’s just the start of a
check list that includes a ghost hearse...
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I

t’s highly likely many of us have
our own ghost story to share - or
if not a ghost, something that
happened that we simply can’t
explain. People love to be scared. Not
the kind of fear that comes from a legitimate threat, but the kind of fright we
get through watching a scary movie or
telling ghost stories when we know
we’re actually safe. The popularity of
the television series Ghost Hunters and
Ghost Adventures attests to the interest.
We thought it would be entertaining to write about
some of the haunted places in this region – not looking for ghosts, mind you, but just pointing out where
you might find them if you’re interested.
What really surprised us is just how many there
are. The website “Haunted Places” has a list that’s
larger than you might imagine, and they run the
gamut, including a ghost hearse, Indians who sing a
death song as they commit mass suicide and a twotoed gator called the Swamp Booger.
The series Ghost Hunters has had shows on seven
locations in the region, and the show Ghost Adventures looked at four in two shows. They had no problem figuring out where to go because, well, that’s
their television job. For us it wasn’t a lack of ideas, it
was figuring out what to highlight.
Initially we planned to visit these sites, but opted
instead just to give you a summary of the haunted
places we found most interesting and leave it up to
you which ones to visit. We don’t promise you they
are actually haunted – who can promise such a thing?
– but we do think these tales are intriguing.
Most haunted

New Orleans has been called the most haunted city
in America, so it’s a good place to start. Places where
ghosts have been seen or sometimes felt range from

the LaLaurie Mansion, a French Quarter home
owned by a socialite, to Lafitte’s Blacksmith Shop, a
bar where people claim the legendary Baratarian pirate makes his presence known.
But one of the obvious starting points is St. Louis
No. 1 cemetery, the oldest existing cemetery in the
city and a place many visitors pass at some point during their visit to New Orleans.
The cemetery is at 425 Basin St, five blocks north
of Bourbon Street. Unfortunately, you can no longer
visit the cemetery without a tour guide, but it wasn’t
always that way.
In times past you could simply enter the cemetery
through the entrance on Basin Street and wander
around the maze of pathways looking at the wall
vaults, family and society tombs, and marvel at some
of the items - some a bit macabre - left on or near
grave sites.
But because of vandalism, the Archdiocese of New
Orleans established a new set of rules requiring visitors be accompanied by a licensed tour guide, and
there’s also an entrance fee. The tours last up to 90
minutes.
The one-square block, walled cemetery is fascinating because the dead are entombed above ground.
You’ll see wall vaults and ornate tombs of the
French, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish societies. It’s
a maze that showcases the unique burial customs and
traditions of New Orleans.
The cemetery opened in 1789 and is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. It’s the final
resting place for more than 100,000 people. And it’s
said to be the home of several ghosts.
The most well-known is the supposed spirit of
Marie Laveau, the famous Voodoo Queen who was
born in 1794 or 1801 and died in 1881. Visitors to
Laveau’s tomb have reported hearing voices inside
and the feeling of being touched. Some say a crow
watches over the grave and may contain her spirit.
There are reports of other ghosts in the cemetery.
One is Henry Vignes, a 19th century sailor, who
some believe has even turned up at funerals, asking
mourners if there is room in the tomb for him. OK,
we’ll say it. Henry is dying to get in.

Page 59: St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 In New Orleans is one that’s said to be haunted.
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There’s also, they say, a teenage girl from the
1840s who was crushed by a horse-drawn carriage
near the entrance to the property. And there’s also
“George,” a mischievous spirit who yanks sheets off
of guests and moves around cleaning equipment.
Then there is Lafitte’s Blacksmith Shop at 941
Bourbon St. This French Quarter establishment, built
between 1722 and 1732, bills itself as the oldest
structure used as a bar in the United States. The bar
is named after Jean Lafitte, the pirate who helped
Andrew Jackson win the Battle of New Orleans
(pages 17-18).
There have been reports that Lafitte still frequents
the bar, quietly standing in a dimly lit corner near the
first floor fireplace. Of course, it’s highly likely that
anyone could start seeing ghosts if they imbibe
enough spirits.
In Baton Rouge, the Old Louisiana State Capitol at
100 North Blvd., was famously lambasted by Mark
Twain as being a “whitewashed castle.” It’s reportedly haunted by the ghost of a former state legislator,
Pierre Couvillion, who died of a heart attack during a
heated debate in 1852.
Couvillion’s body was sent back to his native
Avoyelles Parish, but his spirit still remains in Baton
Rouge. Security guards over the years have reported
seeing motion sensors go off and beds rumpled,
while no people were in the building at the time.
The Myrtles Plantation at 7747 U.S 61, St. Francisville, La., is an antebellum mansion about 30 minutes
outside of Baton Rouge. It’s touted as one of America’s most haunted homes. There are reportedly 12
ghosts haunting the house.
The most well-known of those ghosts is a slave,
That’s the spirit
Chloe, who has popped up in photos taken of the
Le Pavillon Hotel at 833 Poydras St. is a grand
plantation. The ghosts may have been generated by
downtown hotel that proudly embraces its haunted
the Myrtles’ lurid past: it is reputedly built over an
reputation. The hotel offers a special package for
guests that include passes to a ghost tour and a mem- Indian burial ground, was ransacked by Union soloir accounting the history of paranormal activity on diers during the Civil War and the site of at least one
murder, when a man was shot on the front porch.
the property.
You might say they have the spirit.
Twenty years ago, Le Pavillon management hired a A river that sings
In a city that’s best-known as the location where
parapsychologist to conduct a paranormal investigation of the hotel. Investigators said they encountered United States warships are built, Pascagoula, Miss.,
several ghosts, including a couple in 1920s evening is also known – and has been for an untold number of
years – as the location of a river that sings. It’s the
wear who hang out in the lobby.
Just a short walk from the cemetery there’s the
home of a socialite in the French Quarter who was an
alleged serial killer. Marie Delphine LaLaurie, who
lived from 1780 to 1849, had a bad reputation for
how she treated slaves.
The LaLaurie Mansion is at 1140 Royal St., and is
reputed to be the most haunted building in the most
haunted city in the United States. Some locals don’t
even call the home by its proper name, calling it simply “the Haunted House.”
Madame LaLaurie, a New Orleans Creole, was
born during the Spanish colonial period and was
married three times and widowed twice. The home
was built in 1832 for the socialite, but two years after
it was built a fire broke out. Police found that the
blaze had been started by a 70-year-old cook who
was chained to the stove by her ankle.
The woman confessed she set the fire over her fear
of being punished by LaLaurie. The cook said slaves
who misbehaved were taken to an upstairs room in
the mansion and never returned. LaLaurie fled for
France after tales of her cruelty spread.
Over the years, the LaLaurie Mansion has seen a
number of changes. It’s been a girls’ school, a furniture store, apartments, a homeless shelter and the
home of actor Nicolas Cage. There have been multiple accounts of people seeing slaves in chains.
The home’s caretaker told the Times-Picayune in
2013 that she frequently heard the sound of footsteps
in the house. However, after a recent renovation by
the home’s owner, the caretaker said the ghostly activity has largely halted. Didn’t like the renovations?
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Pascagoula River, but it’s also known as the Singing
River.
For a long time visitors and residents alike have
described a strange humming sound that seems to
rise from the waters of the river. It has also been described as the sound of a swarm of bees or rubbing a
finger on the rim of a crystal goblet.
The singing was heard by the French when they
came to the area in 1699. It’s not really clear what
causes the sound, but there’s at least one explanation
that involves ghosts. According to legend, the Pascagoula Indians, faced with enslavement or slaughter
by a rival, larger tribe, decided to commit mass suicide. As they walked into the water, they chanted a
death song that is heard to this day.
Pascagoula is also where you’ll find Bellevue, the
home of a former slave trader. It’s listed in the National Register of Historic Places. But on the scary
side, it’s reportedly haunted by the ghosts of slaves
who were abused or perhaps murdered there.
The house was built in 1850 by Daniel Smith Graham. Legend has it the mistress of the house was
particularly cruel to the slaves and would often beat
them to near death. The doomed slaves stay on, causing mischief in the form of slamming doors, items
being thrown about and other ghostly happenings.
An interesting side note: The home is also called
the Longfellow House because it’s believed Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow once stayed there.
And another side note that has nothing to do with
ghosts but is odd: Pascagoula got a lot of media attention in 1973 when two men who were fishing on
the bank of the river claimed they were abducted by
aliens.
On the other side of south Mississippi, close to
Louisiana in the town of Bay St. Louis, that town has
a city hall with an interesting story. The 109-year-old
building once housed the city jail, and has been the
subject of an investigation by two paranormal
groups, TAPS (Atlantic Paranormal Society) and
Ghost Chasers of Mississippi.
Objects are said to move on their own, doors open
and close for no apparent reason and bright lights
appear. There are also footsteps that can be heard.

In 1928, when the building served as a jail, a man
escaped and shot an officer and another man. That
man died.
Driving while dead

Locals around Sumatra, a small unincorporated
town in Liberty County, Fla., tell of a ghost hearse
that stalks late-night drivers on Highway 65, south of
town. The activity starts at the train track crossing in
the early morning hours.
According to the tale, a driver will be traveling
along when an older-model hearse comes up from
behind out of nowhere and drives dangerously close,
shining headlights in the rearview mirror. It will follow you north until Bloody Bluff Road, where it suddenly disappears.
Legend has it that back in the 1960s, a hearse
transporting a body to Bloody Bluff Cemetery went
off the road and wrecked. The driver was killed instantly, according to “Haunted Big Bend, Florida.”
Further to the northeast at Ball State Park is the
1930’s era Wakulla Springs Lodge. It was built in
the swamplands in an area that has been preserved in
its natural state - the old Florida. That’s the way the
builder intended it.
The lodge, which has remained in look true to the
30s, is said to be haunted. Witnesses have reported
seeing the 11-foot stuffed alligator, Old Joe, moving
around in its glass case in the entrance hall.
Other spooky activity in the building appears to be
confined to one room of the lodge.
In this same part of Northwest Florida, there’s a
state forest with one of the most interesting names
around. Tate’s Hell State Forest was acquired by the
state of Florida in 1994. It’s named supposedly came
from a gentleman named Cebe Tate, a rancher who
got lost in the swamp in 1875.
He reportedly went looking for panther that had
been attacking his livestock, but he got separated
from his dogs and got lost in the woods for a week.
When he finally emerged looking emaciated, he reportedly remarked to the first people he encountered
that his name was Tate and he had just come through
hell – thus the name.
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The Pensacola Lighthouse has been called the most haunted.

Tate died right after emerging from the forest,
where some claim they have seen paranormal activities, like ghostly lights, in the swamp at night.
Lighthouse guardian

The lighthouse at Naval Air Station Pensacola is
159 feet tall and was originally built in 1826, then
was rebuilt in 1859 to make it more visible. The Pensacola Lighthouse is said to have a ghostly guardian
who died while giving birth to her only child.
Ella Cordelia Miller is a former resident who some
suggest has never left. Daughter of lighthouse keeper
George Clifford, Ella died in 1905, not long after
giving birth to her daughter. Legend has it that Ella’s
spirit remained at the lighthouse to watch over her
daughter. Stains on the pine floor of an upstairs bedroom are often said to be bloodstains from Ella’s
deathbed. Emmettt Hatten, who lived there in the
1930s, recounted his mother’s frustration with the
stains that would not fade no matter how hard she

scrubbed. There’s also the tale of a woman who
killed her husband with a knife in 1840. Some say
they hear a woman breathing behind them.
The Lighthouse is interesting enough that the
Travel Channel and Sci-Fi’s Ghost Hunters have
called it one of America’s most haunted places.
Walk up those 177 steps and you’ll see stars.
Bellamy Bridge may be one of the best-known
“haunted” places in Florida. The bridge in Marianna
is an old metal bridge dating from 1914, but it is supposedly haunted by Elizabeth Bellamy, who is said
to have died nearby nearly 80 years before that.
Legend says it was her wedding day, and her dress
caught fire – she ran through the house in a panic,
setting most of the place alight, and then jumped into
the river in an attempt to quash the flames.
She survived only a few more days, and died an
agonizing death. People swear they see Elizabeth’s
ghost, sometimes bright white and on fire, on or near
this rusty old bridge. But you can’t drive there.
To visit you have to take the Bellamy Bridge Heritage Trail by foot, and its only open during the summer months when the water levels are low. Guess
you can get there without a hassle if you’re a ghost.
Four-lane Brooks Bridge links Fort Walton Beach,
Fla., to Santa Rosa Island and is part of U.S. 98.
Built in 1965, it replaced a 1935-vintage swing-span
which had become increasingly unreliable with age.
Paranormal activity here is strangely specific: on
the third Wednesday of every month at exactly midnight a pack of wolves emerges and runs across the
water. Locals swear they see them, but photographs
only show strange blurry shapes.
Black Creek Cemetery in Freeport, Fla., is next to
an old church built in 1800s. It’s said that a young
girl and her little brother were walking home one
night in the early 1900s and cut across the cemetery.
A bear chased them into the church bell tower where
they were killed.
It’s said that you could go to the church at the
stroke of midnight and hear the children screaming.
You can also here the bear with them as the church
bell would ring. Now there is a new church built and
the old bell tower has been relocated.
- Compiled by Timothy Boone, David Tortorano
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